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Nov. 16
Moderna says data shows its vaccine is more than 94% effective
The analysis evaluated 95 confirmed Covid-19 infections
among the trial’s 30,000 participants. Moderna, which
developed its vaccine in collaboration with the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said 90 cases
of Covid-19 were observed in the placebo group versus
five cases observed in the group that received its twodose vaccine. That resulted in an estimated vaccine
efficacy of 94.5%, it said.
Shares of the company jumped more than 12% in
premarket trading.
The announcement comes on the heels of similar news
last week from Pfizer’s late-stage Covid-19 vaccine trial as
pharmaceutical companies across the world race against
the clock to find ways to prevent the virus, which has
spread to more than 54.4 million people, killing more than
1.3 million, according to data compiled by Johns Hopkins
University.
Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar told
CNBC on Monday that U.S. Food and Drug Administration
will move “as quickly as possible” to clear Pfizer and
Moderna’s coronavirus vaccines for emergency use.
Bancel called it a “pivotal moment.”
“Since early January, we have chased this virus with the
intent to protect as many people around the world as
possible. All along, we have known that each day

matters,” he said in a statement. “This positive interim
analysis from our Phase 3 study has given us the first
clinical validation that our vaccine can prevent COVID-19
disease, including severe disease.”
The Cambridge, Massachusetts-based company also
said there were no “significant” safety concerns, adding
the vaccine was generally safe and well tolerated with the
majority of adverse events in participants being labeled
as mild or moderate. Side effects included pain at the
injection site and, after the second dose, fatigue, muscle
pain and headaches.
“Knowing that we have a vaccine that would help more
people who would take it is just a wonderful feeling,”
Bancel said in an interview with CNBC. “As you know a
lot of people have been reluctant in surveys to take a
vaccine because I think we’re worried about the
politicization of a vaccine, they’re worried about what you
get with a flu shot you know 50% to 60% efficacy.”
With an efficacy rate of 95%, “that’s a game changer, I
believe,” he said.
Bancel said the company plans to test the vaccine in
teens “very soon,” followed by children under the
age of 12. “We have to be very, very careful because
safety is priority No. 1,” he said in a separate interview
on CNBC’s “Squawk Box,” adding most trials test
vaccines ...
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Nov. 17
Governors ratchet up restrictions ahead of Thanksgiving
From California to Pennsylvania, governors and mayors across the
U.S. are ratcheting up COVID-19 restrictions amid the recordshattering resurgence of the virus that is all but certain to get worse
because of holiday travel and family gatherings over Thanksgiving.
Leaders are closing businesses or curtailing hours and other
operations, and they are ordering or imploring people to stay home
and keep their distance from others to help stem a rising tide of
infections that threatens to overwhelm the health care system.
“I must again pull back the reins,” New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy
said Monday as he restricted indoor gatherings to 10 people,
down from 25. “It gives me no joy.”

In Michigan, Democratic Gov. Gretchen Whitmer warned she has
the authority to issue a second stay-at-home order to curb the
spiking coronavirus if necessary and said it was “incredibly
reckless” for President Donald Trump’s science adviser Scott Atlas
to urge people to “rise up” against Michigan’s latest restrictions.
Over the weekend, Whitmer announced that Michigan high
schools and colleges must halt in-person classes,
restaurants must stop indoor dining and entertainment
businesses must close for three weeks. Gathering sizes also
will be tightened.
...
Even North Dakota Republican Gov. Doug Burgum, who has
resisted a mask mandate for months, put one in place over the
weekend, amid a severe outbreak in the state. Iowa Gov. Kim
Reynolds took a similar action and enacted a limited version of a
mask mandate Monday.

California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced he is pulling the
“emergency brake” on efforts to reopen the economy, saying the
state is experiencing the fastest growth in cases yet, and if left
unchecked, it will lead to “catastrophic outcomes.” The move
closes many nonessential indoor businesses and requires the
wearing of masks outside homes, with limited exceptions.
...
New Mexico Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham’s stay-at-home order
went into effect Monday. Only essential businesses, including
grocery stores and pharmacies, will be open.

Still, several other GOP governors were taking incremental steps,
or resisting even those — continuing to emphasize “personal
responsibility” rather than government edicts. Oklahoma’s
Republican Gov. Kevin Stitt announced bars and restaurants
must space tables 6 feet apart and end in-person service at 11
p.m.

Washington’s Democratic Gov. Jay Inslee ordered gyms,
bowling alleys, movie theaters, museums and zoos to shut
down indoor operations. Stores must limit capacity to 25%.

In hard-hit South Dakota, Gov. Kristi Noem continued her handsoff approach and resisted a mask mandate or other
restrictions.

People from different households will be barred in Washington
from gathering indoors unless they have quarantined. There is
no enforcement mechanism. Inslee said he hopes people obey
anyway.

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott in recent days has been emphasizing that
new treatments and vaccines are expected to become available
soon...
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Nov. 18
FDA allows 1st rapid virus test that gives results at home
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. regulators on Tuesday allowed
emergency use of the first rapid coronavirus test that can be
performed entirely at home and delivers results in 30 minutes.
The announcement by the Food and Drug Administration
represents an important step in U.S. efforts to expand testing
options for COVID-19 beyond health care facilities and testing
sites. However, the test will require a prescription, likely limiting its
initial use.
The FDA granted emergency authorization to the single-use test
kit from Lucira Health, a California test developer.
The company’s test allows users to swab themselves to collect a
nasal sample. The sample is then swirled in a vial of laboratory
solution that plugs into a portable device. Results are displayed as
lights labeled positive or negative.
To date, the FDA has authorized nearly 300 tests for coronavirus.
The vast majority require a nasal swab performed by a health
professional and must be processed at laboratories using hightech equipment. A handful of tests allow people to collect their
own sample at home — a nasal swab or saliva — that’s then
shipped to a lab, which usually means waiting days for results.
Health experts have called for options to allow people to test
themselves at home, reducing turnaround times and the potential
spread of the virus to others, including health care workers. Rapid
test results are critical to quickly quarantining those who are
infected and tracing their contacts. But for months, U.S. testing
has been plagued by slow results due to bottlenecks at testing
laboratories. There are other rapid tests but most require a small,

special machine operated by a health professional to deliver
results.
“Now, more Americans who may have COVID-19 will be able to
take immediate action, based on their results, to protect
themselves and those around them,” Dr. Jeff Shuren, director of
the FDA’s devices center, said in a statement.
Lucira said it expects the test to cost $50 and to be available
nationwide by next spring ...
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Nov. 19
More than 900 Mayo Clinic staff members diagnosed with Covid-19
(CNN)More than 900 staff members across the Midwest
Mayo Clinic system have been diagnosed with Covid-19
over the last 14 days, a spokesperson told CNN.
That's about 30% of the total number who have tested
positive since March.
"Our staff are being infected mostly due to community
spread (93% of staff infections), and this impacts our ability
to care for patients," Kelley Luckstein wrote to CNN in a
Wednesday email.
Across the Midwest, Mayo Clinic currently has about 1,500
staff members with work restrictions related to Covid-19
exposures or diagnosis, Luckstein said.
The Midwest Mayo Clinic system consists of clinics,
hospitals and other facilities that serve patients in Iowa,
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Midwestern states have been
hit especially hard in the latest round of Covid-19 case
surges -- with Minnesota's governor announcing new
measures this week to help curb the spread and Wisconsin's
governor declaring a new state of emergency.

spared from the pandemic's devastating effects.
"There are three things you need to take care of any
patient," Dr. Amy Williams, the executive dean of the Mayo
Clinic practice said in a Covid-19 update this week. "Space,
supplies and staff. And what we are most worried about is
staff.”
Staff members are getting exposed and infected with the
virus mostly in the community, Williams said. And while
some Americans may be getting tired of hearing about
safety measures like wearing masks and regularly washing
hands, it's important to continue taking those precautions
as the virus continues spreading rampantly throughout the
country, she said.
“We're doing this because we care about our communities,"
Williams said in the update. "We don't want families to be
sick. We don't want families to lose loved ones. We want
everyone to be safe. We will get through this, but we need
to be safe, we need to protect each other.”
Parts of the health system have already been overwhelmed
by the surge in patients, while other facilities are preparing
for what's to come.

In Iowa, Gov. Kim Reynolds overcame her previous
resistance to mask mandates and announced a new health
order requiring masks indoors, saying hospitals have been
pushed to the brink by the spread of the virus.

In northwest Wisconsin, the Mayo Clinic Health System
said last week that 100% of its hospital beds were full.

Like other health care systems, Mayo Clinic hasn't been

"The public urgently needs to treat COVID-19 as the ...
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Nov. 21
US coronavirus cases top 12 million ... spread 'faster' and 'broader' than ever
(CNN)The number of US coronavirus cases surpassed 12 million
Saturday -- an increase of more than 1 million cases in less
than a week.
At least 12,085,389 cases have been confirmed, according to
Johns Hopkins University data, and 255,823 Americans have died.
It's another horrific milestone in a month full of devastating Covid19 records in the country. November already accounts for almost a
quarter of all Covid-19 cases and 9% of deaths.
Almost every state has reported a rapid surge in cases, and
nationwide numbers have been climbing much faster than ever
before -- with the country reporting a staggering 2.9 million
infections since the beginning of the month.
On Friday, more than 195,500 new infections were reported -- the
country's highest for a single day, and far beyond what the nation
was seeing just weeks ago. The highest number of single-day
cases during the country's summer surge was a little more than
77,100 in July, Johns Hopkins University data shows.
The US on Friday also recorded its highest number of Covid-19
patients in hospitals on a given day: just over 82,100 -- according to
the COVID Tracking Project.
Rising death rates typically follow rising hospitalizations. In
just the past week, more than 10,000 US deaths have been
reported -- nearly double the weekly death toll of just a month
ago.
The numbers offer just a glimpse at the devastation the pandemic
has unleashed across American communities, with some cities
ordering mobile morgues to handle the excess deaths, while

hospitals in other parts have reported overwhelmed ICUs and
exhausted staff.
In Texas, a team of 36 National Guard personnel were sent to El
Paso to help the city cope with the surge of Covid-19 deaths, the
Texas Division of Emergency Management said Saturday, and El
Paso has found a central location for an additional morgue,
according to Mayor Dee Margo.
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Nov. 23
Astra-Oxford vaccine found to be 70-90% effective
... The vaccine stopped an average of 70% of participants
from falling ill, an early analysis of the data show. The
effectiveness rose to 90% for one of two regimens, using half
a dose followed by a full one later, close to the high bar set by
Pfizer Inc. and Moderna Inc.
Astra and Oxford officials said they’re preparing to submit the
findings to regulators and don’t expect the different outcomes in
the study to affect the process. The U.S. could potentially take
longer to sign off because a clinical trial in that country will need
more time before it delivers results.
The results, based on trials in the U.K. and Brazil, were reviewed
after 131 participants contracted Covid-19. The full two doses
showed an efficacy of 62%. Among those who received the
vaccine, there were no severe cases and no participants were
hospitalized. The group is planning to submit the data for peer
review in the next 24 hours.
...
The larger U.S. Astra trial, which could be key for approval there,
has injected about 10,500 people with both doses. Mene
Pangalos, Astra’s head of biopharma research, told reporters the
team is planning to talk to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
immediately and hopes to have another arm administering the half
dose-full dose regimen starting within weeks.
“That scenario is possible,” that other regulators could move
before the U.S., he said. “We need to share the data with the
FDA, which we will do very quickly, and then we will work out what
the most appropriate steps are.”
Despite the apparently lower efficacy than shots from Pfizer and
Moderna, which each prevented about 95% of cases, the British

vaccine has some advantages.
... shot can be kept at refrigerator temperatures, while those
from Pfizer and Moderna, based on novel messenger RNA
technology, require freezing for longer-term storage and
transport. That would make Astra’s easier to deploy globally,
particularly in lower- and middle-income countries.
It also comes at a lower cost.
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Nov. 23

Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,400,000
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Nov. 25
Picture of US economy is worrisome as virus inflicts damage
...The number of Americans seeking unemployment aid rose last
week for a second straight week to 778,000, evidence that many
employers are still slashing jobs more than eight months after the
virus hit. Before the pandemic, weekly jobless claims typically
amounted to only about 225,000. Layoffs are still historically high, with
many businesses unable to fully reopen and some, especially
restaurants and bars, facing tightened restrictions.
Consumers increased their spending last month by just 0.5%, the
weakest rise since the pandemic erupted. The tepid figure suggested
that on the eve of the crucial holiday shopping season, Americans
remain anxious with the virus spreading and Congress failing to enact
any further aid for struggling individuals, businesses, cities and states. At
the same time, the government said Wednesday that income, which
provides the fuel for consumer spending, fell 0.7% in October.
The spike in virus cases is heightening pressure on companies and
individuals, with fear growing that the economy could suffer a “doubledip” recession as states and cities reimpose curbs on businesses. The
economy, as measured by the gross domestic product, is expected to
eke out a modest gain this quarter before weakening — and perhaps
shrinking — early next year. Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s
Analytics, predicts annual GDP growth of around 2% in the OctoberDecember quarter, with the possibility of GDP turning negative in the first
quarter of 2021.
...
Some corners of the economy still show strength, or at least resilience.
Manufacturing is one. The government said Wednesday that orders for
durable goods rose 1.3% in October, a sign that purchases of goods
remain solid even while the economy’s much larger service sector —
everything from restaurants, hotels and airlines to gyms, hair salons
and entertainment venues — is still struggling. But economists
caution that factories, too, remain at risk from the surge in coronavirus
cases, which could throttle demand in coming months.

And sales of new homes remained steady in October, the latest sign
that ultra-low mortgage rates and a paucity of properties for sale have
spurred demand and made the housing market a rare economic bright
spot.
But at the heart of the economy are the job market and consumer
spending, which remain especially vulnerable to the spike in virus
cases. Most economists say the distribution of an effective
vaccine would likely reinvigorate growth next year. Yet they warn
that any sustained recovery will also hinge on whether Congress
can agree soon on a sizable aid package to carry the economy
through what could be a bleak winter.
...
When the viral outbreak struck in early spring, employers slashed 22
million jobs in March and April, sending the unemployment rate
rocketing to 14.7%, the highest rate since the Great Depression. Since
then, the economy has regained more than 12 million jobs. Yet the
nation still has about 10 million fewer jobs than it did before the
pandemic erupted.
All of which has left many Americans anxious and uncertain. The
Conference Board, a business research group, reported Tuesday that
consumer confidence weakened in November, pulled down by
lowered expectations for the next six months.
And the University of Michigan’s Surveys of Consumers reported
Wednesday that sentiment declined slightly this month, and remained
far below where it was before the pandemic struck. With the resurgence
of the virus depressing the outlook of consumers, the sentiment index
fell to its lowest point since August.
“Gloomier consumer expectations will weigh on spending as the
holidays approach,” cautioned Kathy Bostjancic, chief U.S. financial
economist at Oxford Economics.
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Nov. 26
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade to march on despite pandemic
... The pandemic, which shut down theaters in March, may
have upended most traditions this holiday season, but the
annual New York City parade will march on with
balloons, dancers, floats, Broadway shows and Santa —
albeit heavily edited for safety.

... the parade will feature performances from the Broadway
casts of “Hamilton,” “Mean Girls” and “Jagged Little Pill,” a
musical built around the music of Alanis Morissette. The
Broadway performances were taped days before the
parade.

“Traditions like this are comforting and they’re uplifting,” said
Susan Tercero, executive producer of the parade. “New York
has always been a tough city. It bounces back. It takes its
blows and then it continues on. And I think it’s extremely
important for us to be that display this holiday season.
Regardless of what’s happened, New York needs to be that
beacon of light in the darkness and this parade, I think, is
symbolic of that.”

Things felt a lot different for actor Derek Klena, who was in
the 2017 parade as part of the cast of “Anastasia.” This
year, he’s Tony Award-nominated for his role in “Jagged
Little Pill” and helped perform “You Learn” from the Tonynominated show.

The Macy’s parade has been a traditional holiday
season kickoff for more than 90 years, and spectators
often line up a half-dozen deep along the route to cheer
about 8,000 marchers, two dozen floats, entertainers
and marching bands. At last year’s parade, the big fear
was high wind. This time, it’s a pandemic that has made
crowds untenable.
The biggest change this year is that the usual 2 1/2-mile
route through crowded Manhattan has been scrapped in
favor of concentrating events to a one-block stretch of
34th Street in front of the retailer’s flagship Manhattan
store. Many performances have been pre-taped and
most of the parade’s performers will be locally based to
cut down on travel.

AP Photo of
Elf on the Shelf
from 2012
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Nov. 26
US Hospitalizations hit another record
The US enters Thanksgiving with coronavirus cases and deaths soaring
and hospitalizations at record levels. And on a holiday weekend that
lends itself to big gatherings, public health experts still were begging
people to avoid them, fearing the pandemic is about to become much
worse.
The number of Covid-19 patients in US hospitals hit a record for the 17th
straight day Thursday, at more than 90,481, according to the COVID
Tracking Project, as many medical centers warn they're running out of
capacity.
Public health officials have generally urged Americans to celebrate
Thanksgiving only with members of the same household, or at least
gather outdoors, to keep asymptomatic carriers from further spreading
the virus.
...
Recorded cases are rising to unprecedented levels. The average
number of new daily cases across a week in the US was 175,809 on
Wednesday -- the highest on record, and more than two and a half times
greater than the previous peak in late July.
And Covid-19 deaths in the US are spiking. More than 2,100 deaths
were reported on Tuesday and Wednesday each, the first time that level
was crossed on consecutive days since late April.
The average number of daily deaths across a week -- 1,658 on
Wednesday -- is the highest it's been since mid-May.
The CDC recommended last week that Americans should not travel for
Thanksgiving. Many changed their plans, a new poll showed. But
millions didn't.
More than 1.07 million people passed through US airport security
checkpoints on Wednesday alone -- the most in one day since
March 16, around the time when coronavirus restrictions started
nationwide, the Transportation Security Administration said Thursday.

More than 5.9 million people have flown through US airports since the
CDC's anti-travel recommendation last week, according to TSA data.
"I don't mean to be scary but ... today can change the course of Covid
for our country for the rest of the year," Dr. Megan Ranney, a CNN
medical analyst and emergency physician at Brown University, said
Thursday.
"Infections that are sustained today are going to show up in three
weeks and are going to show up in deaths over Christmas and New
Year's and are going to spread in every state."...
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Nov. 27
Real Christmas trees are bright spot amid coronavirus
...The real Christmas tree industry, which has been battling
increased interest in artificial trees, is glad to see that more
Americans appear to be flocking to fresh-cut evergreens this
season, seeking a bright spot amid the virus's worsening toll.
It's early in the season, but both wholesale tree farmers and
small cut-your-own lots are reporting strong demand, with
many opening well before Thanksgiving. Businesses say
they are seeing more people and earlier than ever.
At some pick-your-own-tree farms, for example, customers
sneaked in well before Thanksgiving to tag the perfect tree
to cut down once the business opened. As demand surges,
big box stores are seeking fresh trees up to a week earlier
than last year, and Walmart is offering free home delivery for
the first time.
“The season is running approximately six to seven days
ahead of what we've seen in the past. We’ve never seen the
demand like we’ve had this year,” said McKenzie Cook, who
ships between 1.8 million and 2 million trees a year
combined from McKenzie Farms in Oregon and Happy
Holiday Christmas Trees in North Carolina.

[2] With holiday parades and festivals canceled, stircrazy families also are looking for a safe way to create
special memories.
[3] Plus, fresh-cut Christmas trees are largely displayed
outside, where there's a lower risk of viral spread, said
Marsha Gray, executive director of the Christmas Tree
Promotion Board.
The national organization says industry research tells them
many people who put up an artificial tree last year plan to
buy a real tree this year, and most are citing the pandemic
as the reason.
“Yes, it’s a product, it’s a decoration that you put in your
home, but getting a real tree involves the choosing, the
hunting for it, the family outing. It really is a memory maker,
it’s a day you spend together, and it really becomes much
bigger than the tree itself,” Gray said. “It’s really making
family memories and people really seem to gravitate to that
right now.”

A number of reasons are driving the uptick in interest.

The growing interest in real trees comes after the industry
has struggled to attract new, younger customers in recent
years as more Americans buy artificial trees.

[1] More Americans are staying home for the holidays
amid pandemic restrictions and are realizing that for the
first time in years – or maybe ever – they will be home to
water a fresh-cut tree.

Between 75% and 80% of Americans who have a
Christmas tree now have an artificial one, and the $1 billion
market for fake trees has been growing by about 4% a year
– despite them being reusable ...
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Nov. 28
United Airlines began flying Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine
United Airlines Holdings Inc., reportedly began operating charter
flights on Friday to better position Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine for
distribution once the inoculation is approved by the Food and Drug
Administration.
United will fly the chartered planes between Brussels
International Airport and Chicago O’Hare International Airport
as part of the “first mass air shipment of a vaccine,” supported
by the FAA, The Wall Street Journal reported.

United Airlines will be allowed to carry five times the amount of dry
ice normally permitted on board to keep the vaccine at the
necessary cold temperature.
Other cargo and passenger airlines have also begun preparing for
future vaccine shipments, the Journal reported.

"United Cargo established a COVID Readiness Task Team earlier
this summer to help ensure we have the right people, products,
services, and partnerships in place to support a vaccine distribution
effort on a global scale. We have made a commitment to our
pharmaceutical and medical customers that we are ready to safely
and effectively support their vaccines transportation needs," the
airline said in a statement to Fox News. "The safety and security of
these commodities is our priority and we are proud to be a trusted
partner in these efforts."
The news of securing the charter flights comes as Pfizer has
started to lay the foundation to move the vaccine quickly once the
FDA and other regulators approve it.
According to the Journal, Pfizer has expanded storage capacity at
specific distribution sites in Pleasant Prairie, Wisc., and Karlsruhe,
Germany. The drug company plans to use suitcase-size frozen
storage in cargo planes and trucks to distribute the vaccine
around the world.
Pfizer did not immediately respond to Fox News' request for
comment.

United Airlines will fly the cargo from
Brussels Airport to Chicago (iStock photo)
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Nov. 29
Pandemic calls off Christmas markets
in Europe
BERLIN (AP) — The European plazas where people
would usually gather at crowded stalls to partake in hot
mulled wine, gingerbread, sausages and other
delicacies are just empty squares.
Christmas markets, a cherished tradition in
Germany and neighboring countries, have joined
the long list of annual traditions that were canceled
or diminished this year because of the coronavirus
pandemic. November saw many European countries
impose partial or tougher lockdowns as new virus
cases soared. The restrictions are either being
retained or only partially loosened as Advent begins
Sunday.
Nuremberg’s sprawling, bustling
Christkindlesmarkt, one of Germany’s best known
holiday markets and traditionally a big tourist
draw, was called off a month ago. Markets across
the country — including in Frankfurt, Dortmund
and many in Berlin — have suffered the same fate,
with authorities canceling the events or organizers
concluding that it didn’t make sense to push ahead
with their plans.
Over the border in France, the roughly 300 stalls of
Strasbourg’s popular Christmas market won’t go up
this year. And it’s the same story in the Belgian capital,
Brussels.

Top photo was taken Dec. 1, 2017
of the square in front of the Church of Our Lady
with the market in Nuremberg, Germany,
Botton photo was taken Nov. 23, 2020
of same area
(AP Photo/Matthias Schrader)
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Nov. 30
Moderna to request emergency authorization of coronavirus vaccine
Massachusetts-based biotech company Moderna said it will request
an Emergency Use Authorization from the Food and Drug
Administration for its coronavirus vaccine on Monday as well as
conditional approval from the European Medicines Agency.

The vaccine has presented “no serious safety concerns
identified to date,” and the “most common" adverse reactions
are injection site pain, fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia, headache
and redness at the injection site, the company said.

Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel [says] the FDA is expected to
consider the vaccine at a Dec. 17 meeting, and that he hopes
for approval in the next several weeks.

Moderna said the FDA told the company to expect a Vaccines and
Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC)
meeting for its vaccine on Dec. 17.

"Our goal is to start vaccinating Americans within 24 hours after the
FDA gives approval," Bancel said. "There were 30 severe cases
in the study. All 30 were on placebo.”

“It's the first time in the company history that we've filed for
commercial approval of a product," Bancel told "Mornings with
Maria." "FDA has indicated to us that likely the advisory
committee, the VRBPAC meeting, should happen on Dec. 17, and
hopefully everything goes well in the next couple weeks. You could
expect between, I would say, a day to two to three days after
VRBPAC meeting for potential approval."

"I believe in the first quarter [of 2021] most people that want a
vaccine, that are at higher risk with older age, severe disease,
health care worker, frontline worker, should be able to get
vaccinated. Second quarter, every American older than 18 years of
age should be able to get vaccinated," Bancel continued.
Moderna said its vaccine’s efficacy against coronavirus was
94.1% and efficacy against severe coronavirus was 100%,
according to primary efficacy analysis involving 30,000
participants.
Bancel said the company expects to start a clinical study on
teenagers in the next week.
"I hope to have that data by the end of the spring ... so they can go
back to school next September," he said.
The Phase 3 study of the vaccine has “exceeded” the minimum
two-months of post-vaccination follow-up as required by the FDA,
Moderna said in a press release.

Bancel previously said that Nov. 25 would be the date the
company would have enough safety data to put in an emergency
use authorization request with the FDA.
Bancel said in August pricing for smaller volumes of the
vaccine, called mRNA-1273, will likely range between $32 and
$37 per dose, while larger volumes could be lower.
At a dose level of 100 micrograms (which was given in the Phase
3 trial that started in July), Moderna said it can deliver 500
million doses per year and perhaps as many as 1 billion per
year in 2021 as it works with Swiss drugmaker Lonza for its
manufacturing needs.
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Dec. 1
European Union eyes Dec 29 approval for 1st virus vaccine, later than US
... On Tuesday, officials in Germany, France and the Netherlands
cautioned that vaccine programs likely won’t start until the end of the
year.

vaccines and selling them to other countries but have not published
evidence from advanced studies proving the vaccines are safe and
effective.

“With the information we got in recent days we have to assume that
approval will only happen around the turn of the year,” German
Health Minister Jens Spahn said.

Globally, every country that has a drug regulatory agency will have
to issue its own approval for any COVID-19 vaccine, although
countries with weak systems usually rely on the World Health
Organization to vet the shots. In the EU, countries typically accept
EMA approval for vaccines and drugs unless there is a specific
issue the country wants examined further.

“It has moved because some studies obviously need a little longer to
be submitted,” he said. “What’s important is to be prepared.”
His comments were echoed by French President Emmanuel Macron
and Dutch Health Minister Hugo de Jonge, who said authorities in
those countries are working to begin vaccinating people in the first
week of January.
“It won’t be a vaccination policy for the broader public” during the first
few months, Macron said at a news conference.
BioNTech and U.S. partner Pfizer have said that clinical trials showed
their vaccine is 95% effective. The two companies have already
submitted data to regulators in the United States and Britain, and
approval might come from them first.
...
British regulators also are assessing another vaccine developed by
researchers from Oxford University and drugmaker AstraZeneca.
Whichever of the three regulators — American, British or European
— acts earliest would be giving the first approval of a COVID-19
vaccine that’s been that’s been rigorously tested in tens of thousands
of people in trials that meet common scientific standards.
Numerous other vaccines are also being worked on. Russia and
China have even begun administering shots of locally developed

Multiple successful vaccines will be needed to end the
pandemic, which has been on the upswing in Europe and the U.S.
and so far left more than 1.4 million people worldwide dead.
Authorities and drugmakers have pledged to work together to
immediately begin rolling out the first shots once approval comes in,
whether that’s in the United States or Europe.
“Depending on how the authorities decide we can start delivering
within a few hours,” said BioNTech’s chief operating officer, Sierk
Poetting.
But officials caution that while some people may receive a
vaccine in the coming weeks, it will likely take years to give
billions of people around the world the shot, or two if a booster
is necessary, meaning that people will be living with some
virus control measures at least well into next year.
While the three major vaccines so far submitted for approval seem
to prevent people from getting sick, it is still unclear whether they
prevent people from picking up the virus entirely — and crucially —
passing it to others...
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Dec. 2
U.S. COVID hospitalizations are highest in these five states
The total confirmed coronavirus case count in the U.S. has
surpassed 13.7 million, with nearly 100,000 COVID-19
patients currently in hospital, as of Wednesday.
... the five states with the most number of COVID-19
patients currently hospitalized per one million people,
according to data compiled by The Atlantic's The COVID
Tracking Project.
...

Indiana
Currently hospitalized per million: 514
Total cases: 344,373
Total population: 6,732,219
7-day average has been rising sharply from late September, after
flattening out from late March. The figure peaked at 6,535 on
November 17 before declining through the rest of November ...

South Dakota
Currently hospitalized per million: 618
Total cases: 80,912
Total population: 884,659

Nebraska
Currently hospitalized per million: 469
Total cases: 130,194
Total population: 1,934,408

7-day average has been rising sharply from late August,
peaking at 1,458 on November 11, after flattening out for months.
The figure declined after then through the rest of November ...

7-day average of cases has been rising on a sharp incline from
late September, peaking at 2,391 on November 17, after
flattening out since late April ...

Nevada
Currently hospitalized per million: 516
Total cases: 154,842
Total population: 3,080,156
7-day average has been increasing on a steep incline since
early September, after declining from mid-July. The figure
peaked at 2,499 on November 25 before declining through the
end of November ...

Montana
Currently hospitalized per million: 463
Total cases: 63,205
Total population: 1,068,778
7-day average has been rising sharply since early September,
after flattening out from early July. The figure peaked at 1,293 on
November 17
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Dec. 2
US has reports its highest one-day Covid-19 death tally: Over 2,800
More than 2,800 Covid-19 deaths were reported Wednesday in
the United States -- the most the country has ever reported
in a single day -- as health care officials say their staff and
facilities are struggling to support burgeoning numbers of
patients.
The number of Covid-19 patients in US hospitals
Wednesday -- 100,226, according to the COVID Tracking
Project -- also is the highest reported on a given day
during the pandemic.
One-day death totals can draw from delayed reports across
several days. Still, recently soaring daily rates of infections and
hospitalizations has various experts predicting the daily
death count could regularly surpass 2,000 or 3,000, and
perhaps approach 4,000.The country's daily average of
Covid-19 deaths across a week is 1,654 -- above its summer
high of around 1,130 but lower than the pandemic peak above
2,240 in late April.
"By this time next week, we are going to be talking about 3,000
deaths a day -- that's 9/11 every single day," Dr. Jonathan
Reiner, a cardiologist and professor of medicine at George
Washington University, told CNN on Wednesday.
The death count reported Wednesday was 2,804,
surpassing the previous one-day high of 2,603 set on April
15, according to Johns Hopkins University data. Earlier, JHU's
total for Wednesday was higher -- but that count was corrected
Thursday morning because of an error found in one state's
tally.

Coronavirus cases -- which passed 14 million nationwide
Thursday -- and hospitalizations also have been soaring,
prompting hospital and other officials to warn they're running
out off staff and capacity to adequately care for patients.
"We have stretched our health care worker staff as far as we
can, and it will get to the point where the quality of care will be
severely hampered if, in fact, we don't have these health care
workers," Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for
Infectious Disease Research and Policy and a member of
President-elect Joe Biden's transition Covid-19 advisory
board, said Thursday.
As for cases: The country's average number of new daily
Covid-19 cases across a week was 164,103 Wednesday -nearly 2.5 times the summertime peak in July, JHU data
show.
Health experts say they expect cases and hospitalizations
to swell further in the coming week, when infections from
Thanksgiving-week gatherings may noticeably
accumulate.
“We're not even going to see those (Thanksgiving) numbers
until this weekend (or) early next week," Dr. Leana Wen, CNN
medical analyst and former Baltimore health commissioner,
said Thursday. "And I think at this point it's really important for
us to flatten that (case) curve again, hunker down, stay at
home and certainly not have any indoor gathering (or) nonessential travel."
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Dec. 3
274,577 Coronavirus deaths in the United States
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Dec. 3

Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,500,000
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Dec. 4
Job growth slows sharply as pandemic takes toll on economy
U.S. employers sharply scaled back their hiring last month, as the
coronavirus pandemic put new pressure on restaurants, retailers and
other businesses.
The Labor Department said Friday employers added just 245,000 jobs
in November, down from a revised 610,000 in October.
The job growth figure was well below expectations. Economists at
Wells Fargo had expected the United States to add just 425,000 jobs
in November, while other forecasts pointed to just under half a million.
The unemployment rate dipped to 6.7%, from 6.9% the month
before, largely because 400,000 people dropped out of the
workforce.
So far the U.S. has recovered 56% of the jobs that were lost in
March and April, and payroll employment is still 9.8 million below
its pre-pandemic levels.
...
Job listings at the website Glassdoor fell 2.5% between October
and November. That was the first such decline since May, and the
drop was widespread among different parts of the country and different
sectors of the economy.

“State and local governments are one of the very largest employers in
the country and they provide those critical services," Powell said.
"That was a big part of the story in the slow recovery from the global
financial crisis a decade ago.”
The slowdown in hiring is especially worrisome for millions of
Americans who are out of work and at risk of losing their financial
lifeline later this month, when emergency unemployment benefits are
set to expire.
Congress has been discussing a possible extension of those benefits,
but no agreement has been reached yet.
The holiday shopping season typically creates job opportunities in
retail. Zhao said this year, many of those jobs are in warehouses or
as delivery drivers, as customers increasingly shift their gift-buying
online.
The Labor Department report, which is adjusted for seasonal
hiring patterns, shows a net loss of 35,000 retail jobs, but an
increase of 145,000 jobs in transportation and warehousing.
While there are some openings in traditional brick-and-mortar stores,
they may not be easily filled.

"That doesn't mean we've gone over the cliff yet," said Glassdoor's
senior economist Daniel Zhao. "But there are definitely some
warning signs flashing.”

"Even in a time of high unemployment, workers are hesitant to return
to in-person roles where the health risks might be higher," Zhao said.

The Census Bureau cut another 93,000 temporary workers in
November as it wound down its once-a-decade headcount. Local
governments cut 21,000 jobs in education.

New vaccines offer hope that the pandemic could be tamed sometime
next year, but widespread distribution of the shots is still months
away.

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell warned lawmakers this
week that without federal help, state and local governments are likely
to see additional job cuts in the months to come.

“The good news is, we know recovery is on the way with the
vaccines," said Mitchell, the restaurant operator. "We just need to get
from here to there, and Congress needs to help provide that bridge."
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Dec. 5
Moscow opens dozens of coronavirus vaccination centers
MOSCOW (AP) — Thousands of doctors, teachers and others in highrisk groups have signed up for COVID-19 vaccinations in Moscow
starting Saturday, a precursor to a sweeping Russia-wide immunization
effort.
The vaccinations come three days after President Vladimir Putin
ordered the launch of a “large-scale” COVID-19 immunization
campaign even though a Russian-designed vaccine has yet to
complete the advanced studies needed to ensure its effectiveness
and safety in line with established scientific protocols.
The Russian leader said Wednesday that more than 2 million doses of
the Sputnik V jab will be available in the next few days, allowing
authorities to offer jabs to medical workers and teachers across the
country starting late next week.
Moscow, which currently accounts for about a quarter of the country’s
new daily infections, moved ahead of the curve, opening 70
vaccination facilities on Saturday. Doctors, teachers and municipal
workers were invited to book a time to receive a jab, and Moscow
Mayor Sergei Sobyanin said that about 5,000 signed up in a few hours
after the system began operating on Friday.
Russia boasted that Sputnik V was the world’s “first registered
COVID-19 vaccine” after the government gave it regulatory
approval in early August. The move drew criticism from
international experts, who pointed out that the vaccine had only
been tested on several dozen people at the time.

this week the Russian military began vaccinating crews of navy ships
scheduled to depart on a mission.
Health Minister Mikhail Murashko said Wednesday that more than
100,000 people in Russia already have received the shots.
The free vaccine is offered to people aged 18 to 60 who don’t suffer
from chronic illnesses and aren’t pregnant or breastfeeding.
The two-shot Sputnik V was developed by the Moscow-based
Gamaleya Institute. An advanced study among 40,000 volunteers was
announced two weeks after the vaccine received government
approval and that is still ongoing.
Last month, developers of the vaccine said interim analysis of
trial data showed it was 91.4% effective. The conclusion was
based on 39 infections among 18,794 study participants that
received both doses of either the vaccine or a placebo, which is a
much lower number of infections than Western drugmakers have
looked at when assessing the effectiveness of their vaccines. Two
other Russia-designed vaccines are also undergoing tests.
...
Russia has been swept with a resurgence of the outbreak this fall,
with numbers of new infections exceeding the levels recorded early in
the pandemic, but the authorities so far have refrained from a tight
lockdown imposed in the spring.

Putin has shrugged off doubts about it, saying in August that one of his
daughters was among the early vaccine recipients.

On Saturday, Russia reported a new record high of daily infections at
28,782, including 7,993 in Moscow. The government task force has
recorded a total of 42,684 virus-related deaths since the start of the
outbreak.

Over the past months, Sputnik V has been offered to medical workers
and teachers even as it was still in the middle of advanced trials.
Several top officials said they also have received the jabs, and earlier

Russia’s total of over 2.4 million confirmed cases is currently the
fourth-largest caseload in the world behind the United States,
India and Brazil.
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Dec. 6
UK gears up for huge vaccination plan watched by the world
LONDON (AP) — Final checks were taking place Sunday on the
deliveries of the coronavirus vaccine developed by American drugmaker
Pfizer and Germany’s BioNTech before its rollout to hospitals across the
U.K. in super-cold containers.

Buckingham Palace refused to comment on speculation that Queen
Elizabeth II, 94, and her 99-year-old husband, Prince Philip, will soon
be vaccinated and then make it public, a move that could reassure
anyone nervous about getting a vaccination.

Around 800,000 doses of the vaccine are expected to be in place for
the start of the immunization program on Tuesday, which will be the
country’s biggest ever and which is being closely watched all around the
world. British Health Secretary Matt Hancock has reportedly dubbed
Tuesday as “V-Day,” a nod to triumphs in World War II.
...
Last week the U.K. became the first country to authorize the PfizerBioNtech vaccine for emergency use. ...

“Our goal is totally to protect every member of the population, Her
Majesty, of course, as well,” Dr. June Raine, chief executive of Britain’s
Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency, which
authorized the vaccine, told the BBC.

The United States hopes to start vaccinations later this month.
British regulatory authorities are also examining data on the vaccines
from American biotechnology company Moderna and AstraZenecaOxford University.
Russia on Saturday began vaccinating thousands of doctors,
teachers and others at dozens of centers in Moscow with its
Russian-made Sputnik V vaccine, which was approved over the
summer after being tested in only a few dozen people.
The excitement in Britain, which has Europe’s highest virus-related
death toll at more than 61,000, was palpable.
...
Patients aged 80 and above who are already attending hospitals as
outpatients and those being discharged after a stay in the hospital
will be among the first to receive the jab. Hospitals will also start
inviting over 80s in for a vaccine shot and will work with nursing homes
to book staff into vaccination clinics. Any appointments not taken up will
be offered to those health workers deemed to be at the highest risk of
COVID-19. Everyone who is vaccinated will need a booster jab 21 days
later.

The U.K. has secured 40 million doses of the Pfizer vaccine, which
can cover 20 million people. Since the British government will only
immunize people over 16, around 55 million people in the U.K. will
be eligible. In total, Britain has procured 357 million doses of seven
vaccine candidates, including 100 million of the much cheaper Oxford
vaccine, which has a lower efficacy rate than the Pfizer or Moderna
vaccines.
Now that the first tranche of the vaccine has arrived from Pfizer’s
manufacturing plant in Belgium, checks are being conducted by a
specialist medical logistics company to ensure there was no damage in
transit. This could take up to a day.
Each box containing the vaccines, which includes five packs of 975
doses, will need to be opened and unpacked manually at specially
licensed sites. After that, the vaccines will then be made available to
hospitals.
Delivering the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine is complicated because it needs
to be stored at super-chilled temperatures: about minus 70 degrees
Celsius (minus 94 degrees Fahrenheit). Fortunately, the vaccine is
stable at normal refrigerator temperatures, between 2 and 8
degrees Celsius (35.6 to 46.4 F), for a few days, meaning it can be
stored locally. After defrosting the vaccine, which takes a few
hours, additional time is required to prepare it to be given in a
shot....
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Dec. 7
China prepares large-scale rollout of coronavirus vaccines
... China’s fledgling pharmaceutical industry has at least
five vaccines from four producers being tested in more
than a dozen countries including Russia, Egypt and
Mexico. Health experts say even if they are successful, the
certification process for the United States, Europe, Japan
and other developed countries might be too complex for
them to be used there. However, China said it will ensure
the products are affordable for developing countries
and has been actively pursuing deals across the world.
On Sunday, 1.2 million doses of the Chinese company
Sinovac’s vaccine arrived in Indonesia, the government
said.
...
Within China, so far only one developer, China National
Pharmaceutical Group, known as Sinopharm, said in
November it applied for final market approval for use of
its vaccine. Others have been approved for emergency use
on people deemed at high risk of infection.
...
The government has yet to say how many people it plans to
vaccinate. Sun said plans call for vaccinating border
personnel and other high-risk populations this month.
The companies are using more traditional techniques than
Western developers....They say unlike Pfizer’s vaccine,
which must be kept frozen at temperatures as low as
minus 70 degrees Celsius (minus 94 Fahrenheit), theirs
can be stored at 2 to 8 C (36 to 46 F). The Chinese
producers have yet to say how they might be distributed.

...
The Sichuan and Anhui announcements said the
vaccine, given in two shots, would cost a total of 400
yuan ($60).
...
In November, the Communist Party secretary for
Sinopharm said almost 1 million people had received its
vaccine.
...
Sinopharm has clinical trials under way in 10 countries
including the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, Jordan,
Peru and Argentina with nearly 60,000 volunteers. It
has built two facilities in China capable of producing
200 million doses per year.
Sinovac has trials in Brazil, Turkey and Indonesia. Its
most recent publicized data, a study in the science journal
the Lancet, showed its candidate produced lower levels of
antibodies in people than those who had recovered from
COVID-19. The company projects it will be able to produce
a few hundred million doses of the vaccine by February or
March of next year.
Another producer, CanSino, is testing in Russia,
Pakistan and Mexico and pursuing partnerships in
Latin American countries. Its vaccine, which has been
used on an emergency basis with the Chinese military,
uses a harmless adenovirus to carry genes into human
cells to generate an immune response.
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Dec. 9
U.K. investigates possible allergic reactions to COVID-19 shot
LONDON (AP) — British regulators warned Wednesday that
people who have a history of serious allergic reactions
shouldn’t receive the new Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine as they
investigate two adverse reactions that occurred on the first
day of the country’s mass vaccination program.
The U.K.’s Medical and Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency is looking into whether the reactions were linked to
the vaccine. The two people affected were staff members
with the National Health Service who had a history of
allergies, and both are recovering. Authorities have not
specified what their reactions were.
In the meantime, the regulator has issued the warning for
anyone who has had a significant allergic reaction to a
vaccine, medicine or food. That includes anyone who
has been told to carry an adrenaline shot or others who
have had potentially fatal allergic reactions.
...
The medical regulatory agency also said vaccinations
should not be carried out in facilities that don’t have
resuscitation equipment.
...
The MHRA last week gave emergency authorization to the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, making Britain the first country to
allow its widespread use.
The U.K. began its mass vaccination program on Tuesday,
offering the shot to people over 80, nursing home staff and
some NHS workers. It’s not clear how many people have

received the jab so far.
As part of its emergency authorization for the vaccine, the
MHRA required healthcare workers to report any adverse
reactions to help regulators gather more information about
safety and effectiveness.
The agency is monitoring the vaccine rollout closely and
“will now investigate these cases in more detail to
understand if the allergic reactions were linked to the
vaccine or were incidental,” he said. “The fact that we know
so soon about these two allergic reactions and that the
regulator has acted on this to issue precautionary advice
shows that this monitoring system is working well.”
Dr. June Raine, head of the medical regulatory agency,
informed a Parliamentary committee about the reactions
during previously scheduled testimony on the pandemic.
“We know from the very extensive clinical trials that this
wasn’t a feature” of the vaccine, she said. “But if we need to
strengthen our advice, now that we have had this
experience in the vulnerable populations, the groups who
have been selected as a priority, we get that advice to the
field immediately.”
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Dec. 9
New Data Reveal Which Hospitals Are Dangerously Full. Is Yours?
The federal government on Monday released detailed
hospital-level data showing the toll COVID-19 is taking on
health care facilities, including how many inpatient and ICU
beds are available on a weekly basis.

Anything above 20% represents "extreme stress" for
the hospital, according to a framework developed by the
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation at the University
of Washington.

... it's concerning when that rate rises above 10%,
hospital capacity experts told NPR.

If that figure gets to near 50% or above, the stress on
staff is immense. "It means the hospital is overloaded.
It means other services in that hospital are being
delayed. The hospital becomes a nightmare," IHME's Ali

Where Hospitals Are Filling Up
No Data
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Pecent of hospital beds occupied
by COVID-19 patients, as of week of Nov 27
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Dec. 10
As COVID deaths rise, Sweden pulls a U-turn and proposes a lockdown law
Sweden’s government proposed a law that would give it
the power to close stores in response to a worsening
pandemic.
The bill, which would allow the minority coalition to cut
shops’ opening hours and limit footfall, is due to take effect
in March if it makes it through the consultation process,
Minister of Health and Social Affairs Lena Hallengren said
on Wednesday. She stressed that the government would
only shutter businesses as a last resort, if parliament
agrees.
“We are not rid of the pandemic, even if the vaccines
obviously brighten the prospects,” Hallengren said.
“We see a need to have regulation in place during
next year.”
Sweden has so far avoided a full lockdown and relied
mostly on voluntary measures to fight the pandemic.
That’s in part because the government lacked the legal
framework to do more. A temporary law that made it possible
to close down businesses expired on June 30, without ever
being enforced.
But after a sharp increase in coronavirus cases and
deaths, Sweden’s government is stepping up its fight
against the pandemic. That includes capping the number
of people permitted to gather in public at eight, as well

as a ban on alcohol sales after 10 p.m.
But Sweden currently has no legal tools to enforce limits on
stores, gyms or the use of public transport. The new law, if
passed, would stop short of regulating functions at private
homes.
Hallengren also said the government’s goal isn’t to impose
future lockdowns.
“We have made severe restrictions to people’s way of life,
but it’s not possible to close down entirely,” she said.
“However, we need to be able to take more exact measures
that also impact places that are not covered by current
legislation.”

Compared to
other countries
per 100,000 population
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/mortality
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Dec. 11
Vaccine to be OK'd in days, but
'normal' may not return until next fall
The Food and Drug Administration's authorization of a
COVID-19 vaccine could come within a day or two, a
member of an FDA panel of experts that recommended an
OK for the vaccine said on Friday. But Dr. Paul Offit, a
member of that panel, cautioned that it could be next fall
before life gets back to normal after the pandemic.
That fall prediction would depend on two-thirds of the
American population getting the vaccine, he told NPR's
Morning Edition.
"The problem is logistics," Offit said. "It's a matter of making
the vaccine and distributing it. It's making sure people get it,
that they aren't sort of swayed by ... what is a lot of
misinformation that surrounds not only this vaccine, but all
vaccines. That's going to be the hang-up.
"I probably shouldn't make any predictions because you're
invariably wrong with this virus when you make predictions.
But I really do think that by next fall we could have life back
to normal," said Offit, director of the Vaccine Education
Center at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.
On Thursday, the advisory panel voted 17-4, with one
abstention, to recommend that the COVID-19 vaccine
being developed by Pfizer and BioNTech be authorized
for emergency use.

https://apnews.com/article/ap-norc-poll-us-half-want-vaccine-shots4d98dbfc0a64d60d52ac84c3065dac55

Only about half of American adults
plan to get COVID-19 vaccine
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,600,000
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Dec. 12
Tracking nine of the most promising COVID-19 vaccines

Russia and China
are allowing vaccine distribution
before conducting large-scale clinical trials
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Dec. 13
Historic U.S. COVID vaccine campaign launches with convoy of trucks
(Reuters) -Workers at a Pfizer Inc factory in Michigan
dispatched the first shipments of its COVID-19 vaccine shortly
after 6:30 a.m. on Sunday - launching the largest and most
complex vaccine distribution project ever in the United States.

U.S. regulators late on Friday authorized the vaccine from
Pfizer and partner BioNTech for use, and U.S. marshals will
accompany the tightly secured shipments from factory to
final destination.

A network television video feed from the facility in Kalamazoo
showed masked workers removing pizza-boxed sized cartons
containing vaccine vials from a freezer, and placing them in
large, blue coolers, before these were boxed and labeled.

“We have spent months strategizing with Operation Warp
Speed officials and our healthcare customers on efficient
vaccine logistics, and the time has arrived to put the plan into
action,” Wes Wheeler, president of UPS Healthcare, said on
Saturday.

Workers clapped and whistled as the first boxes were moved
toward waiting trucks. The long-awaited moment comes as
infections and deaths from COVID-19 are surging in the
United States. It will take months before most U.S. residents
can get a COVID-19 vaccine.
The federal government plans to release the nation’s first
2.9 million doses to 64 states, U.S. territories and major
cities, as well as five federal agencies. Although the federal
government is coordinating distribution efforts, states have
the final decision over who gets the first shots. The
federal government is sending the first shipments to more
than 600 locations.

Pfizer’s dry-ice cooled packages can hold as many as 4,875
doses, and the first leg of their journey will be from
Kalamazoo to planes positioned nearby. Workers will load
the vaccine - which must be kept at sub-Arctic temperatures
- onto the aircraft that will shuttle them to United Parcel
Service or FedEx air cargo hubs in Louisville, Kentucky,
and Memphis, Tennessee, respectively.
From there, they will be trucked or flown to facilities close
to the 145 U.S. sites earmarked to receive the first
doses.
DELIVERY FIRMS GIVE VACCINE TOP PRIORITY

Companies in a range of industries are lobbying state and
federal officials to give priority to their workers in the line of
millions waiting for the vaccine and a return to life free from
the fear of the deadly illness.

Familiar UPS and FedEx package delivery drivers, who may
also be carrying holiday gifts and other parcels, will deliver
many of the “suitcases” into the hands of healthcare
providers on Monday. The shipments are the first of three
expected this week.
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Dec. 13
COVID-19 vaccine: Where are you in Oklahoma's distribution line?
...
Phase
(33,000
doses
to be received
tomorrow)
Phase1:1:
[maybe
as early
as tomorrow!]

1. Nursing home, assisted living, and long-term care
facility staff ...

5. Public health staff supporting front-line efforts, senior
state, county and city government leaders and
elected officials critical to maintain continuity of
governmental operations and services ....

2. Public health staff conducting front-line
COVID-19 pandemic mitigation..
3. Health care workers providing direct inpatient
COVID-19 care...
4. Nursing home, assisted living, and long-term care
facility residents ...

Phase
( (no
start
date)??)
Phase3:3:
[noestimated
estimated
start
date]
1. Teachers, students, residents and administrative staff
in educational settings ...
2. Critical infrastructure personnel ...

Phase
(Jan.
2021?)2021?]
Phase2:2:
[January
1. First responders ...
2. Adults age 65 and older, and adults of any age with
comorbidities...
3. Health care workers providing direct, COVID-19
outpatient care and services ...
4. Staff and residents in homeless shelters; state and
municipal prisons/jails; certain manufacturing
facilities with limited social distancing capacity who
are critical to the maintenance of the food supply ...

(??)
Phase
Phase4:4:
[no estimated start date]
All remaining Oklahoma residents. ...
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Dec. 14
How do the Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines work?
1.
1

RNA vaccines contain a strip of genetic material
within a lipid bubble

2.
2

Inside the cell, ribosomes read the mRNA
instructions for the spike protein

2

3
3.
3

The cell then begins to generate copies of the
spike protein

4.
4

Antigen-presenting cells (APCs) consume the
viral proteins and pass viral peptides to T-helper
cells

4
5

5.
5

The immune system, presented with the
peptide, learns to recognize the virus and
releases cytotoxic T cells and B cells

6.
6

Cytotoxic T cells detect and eliminate virusinfected cells

7.
7

Antibodies from B-cells block the virus from
infecting healthy cells

6

7
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Dec. 15
US vaccinations ramp up as
2nd COVID-19 shot nears
... A panel of outside experts is expected to vote to recommend
the [Moderna] vaccine on Thursday, with a final FDA decision
coming soon thereafter.
...
A second vaccine can’t come soon enough as the country’s daily
death count continues to top 2,400 amid over 210,000 new daily
cases, based on weekly averages of data compiled by Johns Hopkins
University. The devastating toll is only expected to grow in coming
weeks, fueled by holiday travel, family gatherings and lax adherence
to basic public health measures.
...
Moderna’s vaccine is the same type as Pfizer’s, made with the same
technology. And in scrutinizing early results of a 30,000-person study,
the FDA found it also worked just about the same.
The Moderna vaccine was more than 94% effective overall at
preventing COVID-19 illness, and 86% effective in people 65 and
older. The FDA uncovered no major safety issues.
Recipients tend to experience temporary flu-like side effects that can
include fever, fatigue and aches, especially after the second dose as
the vaccine revs up their immune system.
...
The FDA found no serious allergic reactions in the Moderna study.
About 1.5% of vaccine recipients and 1.1% who got dummy shots
reported possible smaller, “hypersensitivity” reactions.
Both Moderna’s and Pfizer-BioNTech’s shots are so-called mRNA
vaccines. They aren’t made with the coronavirus itself, meaning
there’s no chance anyone could catch it from the shots. Instead,
the vaccine contains a piece of genetic code that trains the immune
system to recognize the spiked protein on the surface of the virus.

indicates a decrease from 2 weeks ago
indicates an increase from 2 weeks ago

State

New Cases

New Deaths

(14 day trend)

(14 day trend)
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Dec. 16
Canada secures early doses from Moderna
Canada has secured 417,000 early doses of two Covid-19
vaccines, part of a push by Justin Trudeau’s
government to inoculate as many Canadians as
possible against the virus before the end of the year.
The government reached an agreement with Moderna Inc.
for as many as 168,000 doses of its vaccine, which will be
shipped within 48 hours of Health Canada’s approval, the
prime minister said Tuesday. The first inoculations of the
approved Pfizer Inc.-BioNTech SE shot began Monday,
with the bulk of an initial order of 249,000 due next week.
“As with the early shipments of the Pfizer vaccine, this
moves us even further forward on getting Canadians
protected as quickly as possible,” Trudeau told reporters at
an Ottawa news conference. “The regulatory process for
the Moderna vaccine is ongoing, but I want to assure
Canadians that any vaccine approved in Canada will be
both safe and effective.”
A second wave of Covid-19 is hitting Canada hard, with
new cases averaging about 6,500 a day, or triple what
was seen in April and May. The virus has killed more than
13,500 people so far across the country.
Trudeau said there will be 70 inoculation sites established
as of next week, up from the 14 sites currently operating in
urban centers. He added that the northern territories and

remote areas will be prioritized for the Moderna vaccine,
which has less onerous logistical requirements.
Health Canada approved the Pfizer-BioNTech shot on Dec.
9, and is nearing the completion of its review of Moderna’s
candidate. Potential vaccines from AstraZeneca PLC and
Johnson & Johnson are also making their way through the
regulatory process.
Trudeau’s team, led by Health Minister Patty Hajdu and
Procurement Minister Anita Anand, has positioned Canada
ahead of the pack on vaccine supply. The government
has secured enough doses for more than 400% of its
population, ahead of the U.K.’s 295% and Australia’s
230%, according to Bloomberg’s vaccine tracker.
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Dec. 17
Vaccinations reach nursing homes as California faces crisis
... The first COVID-19 vaccinations are underway at U.S.
nursing homes, where the virus has killed more than 110,000
people, even as the nation struggles to contain a surge so
alarming it has spurred California to dispense thousands of
body bags and line up refrigerated morgue trucks.
...
At the same time, a major snowstorm pushing its way into the
Northeast raised concern it could disrupt distribution of the
first vaccine.
...
In Florida, the longtime retirement haven whose 141,000
nursing home residents are the second most of any state
behind California, eagerness to get the vaccine was mixed
with some anxiety.
...
West Virginia, with one of the oldest and unhealthiest
populations in America, is working with small and local
pharmacies to reach nursing homes across the heavily rural
state, leapfrogging states that are relying on a partnership
with the CVS and Walgreens drugstore chains to kick in any
day now.
...
California is distributing 5,000 body bags mostly to the hardhit Los Angeles and San Diego areas and has 60 refrigerated
trailers standing by as makeshift morgues. The state is
averaging 163 virus deaths per day, up from 63 just two
weeks ago.
Many California hospitals are running out of space in intensive
care wards, as the state records an average of about 32,500

new virus cases a day. That is up from about 14,000 a day at
the start of the month.
...
Hospitals are also under pressure in Arizona, where a record
92% of beds are filled, nearly half of them with people with
COVID-19.
...”
In the nation’s capital, congressional leaders said they hoped
to seal a deal on a package that would extend aid to
individuals and businesses and help ship vaccines to millions.
It would include enhanced federal unemployment benefits and
another round of stimulus checks. A hoped-for announcement
Wednesday failed to materialize, however, as lawmakers
across the spectrum hammered out details of the sprawling
legislation and top negotiators continued to trade offers.
On Thursday, a government advisory panel will consider
whether to endorse emergency use of a second vaccine,
made by Moderna.
Meanwhile, officials supervising distribution of the first
vaccine said they didn’t expect the winter storm to
disrupt distribution.
U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar said the
government is tracking the vaccine shipments precisely, has
staffers in place to receive them and believes the companies
transporting them — FedEx and UPS — have the expertise to
navigate the storm.
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Dec. 18
US virus deaths and cases set records
... The nation set single-day records on Wednesday for
reported deaths, with more than 3,600, and for newly
reported cases, more than 245,000. The previous case
record was set last Friday, when more than 236,800 new
infections were announced, not including tens of thousands
of significantly older cases reported that day.

It is hard to say whether the precipitous rise in cases in
December is directly linked to gatherings and travel over
Thanksgiving, “but certainly, there’s an association,” said
Catherine L. Troisi, an infectious-disease epidemiologist at
the University of Texas Health School of Public Health in
Houston.

Three times as many more people in the United States
are dying each day now than three months ago, and the
number of new cases is six times what it was then. Also,
with large cities already ravaged by the virus, it is now
exacting a deadly toll on many midsize cities.

Anyone who was going to become ill from an infection
caught over the holiday weekend would probably have
done so by now, Dr. Troisi said. But they could also have
spread it to others who are only now showing symptoms
and being tested. “So there’s a continuing ramification of
these cases,” she said.

In the past week, just over 30 percent of the nation’s
coronavirus-related deaths were reported in the South, and
nearly 30 percent in the Midwest. Pennsylvania, Arizona
and Kansas in particular have seen dizzying growth in
death tolls over the last seven days; North and South
Dakota registered the most deaths relative to the size
of their populations.
Nevada reported 57 deaths on Wednesday, a record.
“That’s another 57 Nevadans who will be missed by loved
ones this holiday season,” Gov. Steve Sisolak wrote in a
Twitter post.
California, the nation’s most populous state by far, has
been averaging 202 deaths a day recently. The state has
bought 5,000 extra body bags and set up 60 refrigerated
storage units around the state to help local coroners...

The first shots of a vaccine made by Pfizer and BioNTech
were administered on Monday, and another vaccine, made
by Moderna, is expected to receive emergency
authorization from the Food and Drug Administration this
week.
Even with the arrival of the first vaccine and another on the
way, it “doesn’t help us right now to put out the wildfire,” Dr.
Troisi said.
“I think things are going to get worse for a while,” she said.
And in the meantime, what happens “is entirely up to us,”
she added, emphasizing the need to take precautionary
measures.
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Dec. 19
How many COVID-19
vaccines has each
country bought?
Confirmed number of doses
purchased by country
and income level
(as of December 11, 2020)

High Income
Upper Middle Income
Lower Middle Income
COVAX
a global initiative
that brings together
governments and
manufacturers to
ensure eventual
COVID-19 vaccines
reach those in
greatest need
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Dec. 21
How does the newly authorized Moderna
COVID-19 vaccine compare to Pfizer’s?

Select links below to right to access
complete studies submitted to FDA

[Highlights of some of the differences:]
[1]

Moderna’s vaccine might provide better
protection after the first dose...

[2]

Moderna’s vaccine may be better at preventing
severe symptoms, but it’s too soon to know...

[3]

Unlike Pfizer, Moderna has preliminary data
that suggest its vaccine stops infection, not
just symptoms [However, the vaccines are
similar, so there are scientists that believe
Pfzier’s could prevent asymtomatic cases] ...

# of Study Participants
Age Range
Efficacy Endpoint
Efficacy

Pfizer

Moderna

38,000

30,350

16 and older

18 and older

=7 days

=14 days

95.0%

94.5%

Side Effects
[4]

[5]
[6]

Both vaccines trigger similar side effects,
though questions remain about serious allergic
reactions...

Injection site pain

84%

92%

Fatigue

63%

69%

More doses of Moderna’s vaccine will be
initially available in the United States...

Headache

55%

63%

Muscle Pain

38%

60%

Joint Pain

24%

45%

Chills

32%

43%

Moderna’s vaccine doesn’t have to be kept
quite so cold, so it should be easier to
distribute...
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Dec. 21
New coronavirus variant: What do we know?
...The rapid spread of a new variant of coronavirus has been
blamed for the introduction of strict tier four mixing rules for millions
of people, harsher restrictions on mixing at Christmas in England,
Scotland and Wales, and other countries placing the UK on a travel
ban.
...
Three things are coming together that mean it is attracting attention:
[1] It is rapidly replacing other versions of the virus
[2] It has mutations that affect part of the virus likely to be
important
[3] Some of those mutations have already been shown in the
lab to increase the ability of the virus to infect cells
All of these come together to build a case for a virus that can
spread more easily.
...
It was first detected in September. In November around a quarter of
cases in London were the new variant. This reached nearly twothirds of cases in mid-December.
...
It is thought the variant either emerged in a patient in the UK or has
been imported from a country with a lower ability to monitor
coronavirus mutations.
The variant can be found across the UK, except Northern Ireland,
but it is heavily concentrated in London, the South East and eastern
England. Cases elsewhere in the country do not seem to have
taken off.
Data from Nextstrain, which has been monitoring the genetic codes
of the viral samples around the world, suggest cases in Denmark
and Australia have come from the UK. The Netherlands has also
reported cases.
...

Will the vaccines work against the new variant?
Almost certainly yes, or at least for now.
All three leading vaccines develop an immune response against the
existing spike, which is why the question comes up.
Vaccines train the immune system to attack several different parts
of the virus, so even though part of the spike has mutated, the
vaccines should still work.
"But if we let it add more mutations, then you start worrying," said
Prof Gupta.
"This virus is potentially on a pathway for vaccine escape, it has
taken the first couple of steps towards that."
Vaccine escape happens when the virus changes so it dodges the
full effect of the vaccine and continues to infect people.
This may be the most concerning element of what is happening with
the virus.
This variant is just the latest to show the virus is continuing to adapt
as it infects more and more of us.
A presentation by Prof David Robertson, from the University of
Glasgow on Friday, concluded: "The virus will probably be able to
generate vaccine escape mutants."
That would put us in a position similar to flu, where the vaccines
need to be regularly updated. Fortunately the vaccines we have are
very easy to tweak.
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Dec. 21
Congress seals agreement on $900 billion COVID relief bill
...The package, expected to draw votes in Congress on
Monday, would establish a temporary $300 per week
supplemental jobless benefit and a $600 direct
stimulus payment to most Americans, along with a new
round of subsidies for hard-hit businesses and money for
schools, health care providers and renters facing eviction.
...
The final agreement would be the largest spending
measure yet. It combined $900 billion for COVID-19 relief
with a $1.4 trillion government-wide funding plan and
lots of other unrelated measures on taxes, health,
infrastructure and education. The government-wide
funding would keep the government open through
September.
...
Republicans were most intent on reviving the Paycheck
Protection Program with $284 billion, which would
cover a second round of PPP grants to especially hardhit businesses. Democrats won set-asides for low-income
and minority communities.
...
additional details, including $25 billion in rental
assistance, $15 billion for theaters and other live
venues, $82 billion for local schools, colleges and
universities, and $10 billion for child care.
The governmentwide appropriations bill would fund
agencies through next September. That measure was likely
to provide a last $1.4 billion installment for Trump’s

U.S.-Mexico border wall as a condition of winning his
signature.
The bill was an engine to carry much of Capitol Hill’s
unfinished business, including an almost 400-page water
resources bill that targets $10 billion for 46 Army Corps of
Engineers flood control, environmental and coastal
protection projects. Another addition would extend a
batch of soon-to-expire tax breaks, including one for
craft brewers, wineries and distillers.
It also would carry numerous clean energy provisions, $7
billion to increase access to broadband, $4 billion to
help other nations vaccinate their people, $14 billion
for cash-starved transit systems, Amtrak and airports.
Democrats failed in a monthslong battle to deliver direct
fiscal relief to states and local governments, but they
successfully pressed for $22 billion would help states
and local governments with COVID-19-related health
expenses like testing and vaccines.
The end-of-session rush also promised relief for victims of
shockingly steep surprise medical bills, a phenomenon that
often occurs when providers drop out of insurance
company networks.
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Dec. 21

Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,700,000
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Dec. 22
Vaccination doses administered around the world
Shown is the total number of single doses, and does not measure the measure
vaccinated against the disease (which usually requires two doses)
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Dec. 22
The five states making the fastest progress giving COVID-19 vaccines
...... % of the state’s population
South Dakota

0.85%

West Virginia

0.84%

North Dakota

0.80%

Alaska

0.78%

Colorado

0.59%

The U.S. is allocating
5.1 million doses of Pfizer
and BioNTech’s vaccine and
6 million doses of
Moderna’s shot for
distribution through this
week.
Both vaccines require two
doses taken several weeks
apart. The second doses
are being held in reserve
until they’re ready to be
administered. The vaccine
is being distributed based
on state population.
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Dec. 23
After months of calm, Thailand grapples with virus outbreak
(AP) — After managing against the odds to keep the coronavirus
largely in check for most of the year, Thailand has suddenly found itself
challenged by an expanding outbreak among migrant workers on the
doorstep of Bangkok, the capital.

13% increase over the previous overall total of 4,907 — was the
country’s biggest daily spike. For months, nearly all of the cases
detected were in people already in quarantine after arriving from
abroad.

The surge of cases in Samut Sakhon province threatens to undo
months of efforts to contain the virus and hasten recovery of Thailand’s
ailing economy.
...
Cases related to the outbreak have already been reported in more than
a dozen other provinces, including Bangkok. Officials in the capital
ordered existing safety measures, such as social distancing, mask
wearing and checking for fevers, to be more strictly observed at
markets, temples, parks and entertainment venues. The city’s more
than 700 state schools and nurseries have been ordered to close for 12
days starting Thursday.

More cases since Sunday have pushed Thailand’s total to 5,762.
Virtually all were migrant workers in Samut Sakhon or otherwise
linked to a big seafood market in the province. Health officials said
44% of the migrant workers and people with direct links to the market
who have been tested so far were found to be infected, though most
did not display symptoms.

Contact tracing has found suspected cases for testing as well as areas
to be disinfected. At a mall in central Bangkok’s popular Siam Square
shopping area, three shops visited by a Thai woman who tested
positive for the coronavirus were temporarily closed for deep cleaning,
as was a food court at the nearby MBK mall.
...
“What we have seen now is that being too relaxed about COVID
precaution measures can lead to greater economic suffering,” he said.
Prayuth said the situation means Thailand must tread carefully as it
relaxes rules for admitting visitors from other countries — an approach
that could hinder efforts to revive the country’s lucrative tourism
industry, whose business dried up after Thailand closed to regular
passenger flights from overseas in early April.

The seafood market was sealed off over the weekend, and other local
restrictions were imposed, including a night curfew, the banning of
travel out of the province and the closing of many public places. Late
Tuesday night, two neighboring provinces also imposed lockdown
measures, including bans on New Year’s celebrations. The seaside
resort city of Pattaya also canceled plans for public celebrations.
The Center for COVID-19 Situation Administration on Wednesday
declared 23 provinces — almost a third of the total — to be high risk
based on vendors identifying where their major customers were from.
Even though cases related to the seafood market have spread around
the country, Prayuth expressed confidence that Thailand “can continue
to be among the least affected countries in the world by this terrible
disease.”

val was under discussion.

World Health Organization chief Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has
praised Thailand’s handling of its coronavirus crisis several times, citing
in a September tweet, “A whole of society & whole of government
response, extensive testing, contact tracing, community engagement,
& nationwide mobilization of community #healthworkers.”

Thailand’s 576 new cases of the coronavirus reported on Sunday — a

Prayuth’s declaration in March of a state of emergency allowed ...
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Dec. 23
US agrees to buy additional 100 million doses of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine
... This expands the total number of Pfizer vaccine doses
purchased by the federal government to 200 million, HHS
said.

Boxes containing the
Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccine are
prepared to be shipped
at the Pfizer Global
Supply Kalamazoo
manufacturing plant in
Portage, Michigan
Dec. 13, 2020
Morry Gash / AP file

“..."This new federal purchase can give Americans even
more confidence that we will have enough supply to
vaccinate every American who wants it by June 2021."
...
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Dec. 24
Santa Claus has received the COVID-19 vaccine

Santa Claus is
good to go!

“I went [to the North Pole],
and I vaccinated Santa
Claus myself.
I measured his level of
immunity, and
he’s good to go.

COVID-19
Vaccine

He can come down the
chimney, he can leave the
presents ... you have
nothing to worry about.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci
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Dec. 26
UK scientists trial AZD7442
British scientists are trialling a new drug that could prevent
someone who has been exposed to coronavirus from
going on to develop the disease Covid-19 ...
...
It could be available as soon as March or April [2021]
if it is approved by the medicines regulator after it has
reviewed evidence from the study.

Oct. 9
US enters agreement for
AZD7442
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/10/09/trump-administrationexpands-collaboration-with-astrazeneca-to-develop-and-manufacture-aninvestigational-monoclonal-antibody-to-prevent-covid-19.html

The company estimates 100,000 doses ... could be
available from this project for the nation's high-risk
population that may not benefit from a vaccine by
December 2020.

Summary of how AZD7442 works
https://www.pharmaceutical-journal.com/news-and-analysis/features/everything-youneed-to-know-about-the-covid-19-therapytrials/20208126.article?firstPass=false#AZD7442

US AZD7442 Study
... [it’s] a combination of two long-acting antibodies (LAABs)
derived from convalescent patients after SARS-CoV-2
infection;
LAABs mimic natural antibodies and have the potential to treat and
prevent disease progression in patients already infected with the
virus, as well as to be given as a preventative intervention prior to
exposure to the virus;
In pre-clinical experiments the two LAABs have been shown to
block the binding of the SARS-CoV-2 virus to host cells and
protect against infection in cell and animal models of disease.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04625972
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Dec. 27
December: the deadliest month in the US since the coronavirus pandemic began
... with more than 63,000 Americans lost to the virus in
the past 26 days. In comparison, the entire month of
November saw about 36,964 deaths.
The grim death toll comes on the heels of several brutal
months for the US, with Covid-19 ravaging communities
from coast to coast, crippling hospital systems and
prompting new widespread restrictions.
The authorization of two Covid-19 vaccines earlier in
December offered some hope of a light at the end of the
tunnel. But experts continue to warn that while the end is in
sight, the pandemic is not over and another surge
stemming from the Christmas holiday could be on its
way. "We very well might see a post-seasonal -- in the
sense of Christmas, New Years -- surge," Dr. Anthony Fauci
said on CNN's "State of the Union" Sunday morning,
pointing to holiday travel and private gatherings taking
place despite the advice of health experts.
The nation's top infectious disease expert described the
potential rise in cases as a "surge upon a surge," telling
CNN's Dana Bash, "If you look at the slope, the incline of
cases that we've experienced as we've gone into the late fall
and soon to be early winter, it is really quite troubling."
More than 1.1 million people were screened at airports
on Saturday, according to the TSA, marking the third
busiest day for US air travel since March. More than
616,000 were screened on Christmas Day alone, and

hundreds of thousands more traveled in the days leading up
to the holiday.
Covid-19 hospitalization numbers across the US are already
at record-high levels. On Saturday, the country recorded
its fifth-highest number of hospitalizations -- with more
than 117,300 Covid-19 patients nationwide, according to
the COVID Tracking Project.
Another surge of cases and hospitalizations will, inevitably,
mean more deaths -- on top of an already devastating death
toll.
"When you're dealing with a baseline of 200,000 new cases
a day and about 2,000 deaths per day, with the
hospitalizations over 120,000, we are really at a very critical
point," Fauci said.
"As we get into the next few weeks," he added, "it might
actually get worse.”
Nearly 332,000 Americans have died of Covid-19. Another
193,000 could lose their lives over the next two months,
according to predictions from the University of Washington's
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation.
..."People can still save the lives of their loved ones by
practicing that social distancing and masks. And
remember, vaccines are around the corner." ...
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Dec. 27
“Hug booth” allows nursing home residents to touch their loved ones
... Luckily for residents of ... an assisted living facility in
Webster, Texas ..., an employee's idea came to life with the
help of a teenage Boy Scout, who designed three "hug
booths" that allow people to embrace without touching
at all.
"In March, when things shut down, one of my residents told
me the only thing she missed was human touch," Becky
Hudson, the lifestyle director at the facility who came up
with the idea, told CNN. "When she said that, I put my
gloves on and held her hands and she was just crying.
That's when I started thinking of ways for our seniors to be
able to hug their loved ones without risking their lives.”
...
In September, Hudson shared her idea -- a booth with
gloves that would allow people to touch without skin-to-skin
contact -- with local Boy Scout Troop 848 in hopes they
would help.
Immediately, 17-year-old McCain Penrod decided to take
on the project. For nearly a month, with the help of his dad,
fellow Boy Scouts and friends, he tried out various designs
before building three wooden booths.
Each booth features a plexiglass window, so loved
ones can see each other, and two large, sanitized
gloves for the senior residents to put their hands
through to hug friends and family.
...

On November 25, a day before Thanksgiving, McCain
delivered the booths to the facility. Since then, everything
has completely changed for the nursing home residents...
"I immediately saw an enormous difference. Some
residents who were normally active had become withdrawn
when they stopped seeing their family members. Most of
our residents have dementia and they were just confused
why their children stopped coming to see them," Hudson
said.
"They declined emotionally, but the hug booths came in
and they could finally see them and hold their hands, and
now they're finally doing activities again, they want to
come down for their meals.”...
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Dec. 28
UK expected to approve Oxford-AstraZeneca Covid vaccine this week
... the approval could come as early as [today] as healthcare workers prepare to administer the shots.
...
Around 30,500 daily infections and 316 deaths were
recorded in the U.K. on Sunday, but those figures could be
understated due to reporting delays.
...
The Oxford-AstraZeneca candidate would allow the country
to significantly ramp up its inoculation program, given its
development in the U.K. It’s also much cheaper than
others and does not need to be kept at ultra-low
temperatures.
Earlier this month, Dr. Richard Horton, editor-in-chief of The
Lancet medical journal, told CNBC the vaccine could be
used around the globe more effectively than others.
“The Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine is the vaccine right now
that is going to be able to immunize the planet more
effectively, more rapidly than any other vaccine we have,”
Horton said, adding that it was important to think about
vaccine immunization on a global scale “because even
if we immunize one country, the threat then is you
reintroduce the virus from another country that is not
protected.”
Confusion around its trial data in November led to some
criticism of U.K.-based AstraZeneca. The data suggests
that the vaccine can help reduce the spread of Covid-19,

as well as prevent illness and death. The study also found
it had an effectiveness of 62% for trial participants
given two full doses, but 90% for a subgroup given half
a dose followed by a full dose.
But chief of the White House’s Operation Warp Speed,
Moncef Slaoui, and others in the U.S. have expressed
concern over the age group tested, saying the 90%
efficacy was only shown for the lowest risk group,
which numbered 2,741 people below age 55.
Pascal Soriot, CEO of AstraZeneca, said the
pharmaceutical giant will run an additional global trial to
evaluate the efficacy of its vaccine. Soriot told The Times
newspaper this weekend he is convinced that subsequent
data will show his company had achieved an efficacy rate
equal to the others, at above 90%.
“We think we have figured out the winning formula and how
to get efficacy that, after two doses, is up there with
everybody else,” he said. “I can’t tell you more because we
will publish at some point.”
He added that AstraZeneca believes the vaccine will be
effective against the new strain of the coronavirus, but
was running tests to confirm it.
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Dec. 29
Monoclonal antibody drugs designed to prevent people recently diagnosed
from ending up in the hospital.
... The FDA granted emergency authorization in November to two
monoclonal antibody products — one produced by Eli Lilly, the other
by Regeneron. President Trump was given the Regeneron product on
an emergency basis before the FDA authorized it for widespread use.
These drugs mimic natural antibodies. They target the
coronavirus that causes COVID-19 and are designed to block it
from entering cells. The drugs are not effective in treating people
sick enough to be hospitalized, but the companies' studies
suggested that the drugs can help hold a new infection in check.
Charles Barnes, a 72-year-old Vietnam veteran from Upper Marlboro,
Md., gave one a try. Before Thanksgiving, he came down with
symptoms of COVID-19 – a stubborn cough and some chills.
"It got pretty bad one day," Barnes says, "but other than that I just had
mild symptoms."
He and his wife got tested for the coronavirus. He came back positive.
As it happens, the MedStar Health system where he got diagnosed
had just started offering patients treatment with monoclonal antibodies.
"They kind of explained the science behind it a little bit, so I went for
it," he says.
...
The treatment took an hour, he says, and nurses kept an eye on him
for another hour to make sure there were no problems. "And there
were no side effects, so I got into my car and drove home."
...
As of last week, about 3% of patients who received the treatment
ended up in the hospital anyway, Kumar says. Another 4% made a trip
to the emergency room. Kumar figures that patients with similar
preexisting conditions would end up in the hospital 10% to 15% of the
time — so it appears the medicines are allowing some people to

recuperate at home and reducing the burden on hospitals.
...
The federal government has purchased 1.2 million doses of these
drugs and allocated more than 300,000 of those doses to states and
territories. But Dr. Moncef Slaoui, chief adviser to the federal
government's Operation Warp Speed, says initial surveys suggest
only 5% to 20% of the drug that has been delivered has actually
been used.
...
People over 65 or those with preexisting conditions such as
obesity are eligible for the drugs, which means hundreds of
thousands of people could potentially be in line to get them every
week.
...
Doctors hope that as word gets out, more people will end up
trying these drugs. They are provided to health systems free by
the federal government, but it costs money to administer the
medication. At first, Medicare set a price that would require many
patients to pay a $60 copay, but the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services later found a way to waive that fee.
"Some of the private payers have not yet said if they are going to
charge copays or not," Bariola says.
Stories such as Barnes' could make a difference, too. He heads up a
10-piece musical ensemble called the C. Barnes Project and, having
recovered from COVID-19, is back to playing the trombone.
"As a matter of fact, a couple of days ago I did take it out of the case to
see how my wind was, and it was the same. No difference," Barnes
says.
And he says he's also back to his regular exercise regime. His case of
COVID-19 is now just another story for him to tell.
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Dec. 29
Which countries have rolled out a COVID-19 vaccine?

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations

As of Dec. 28, 2020
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Dec. 30
Britain became the first country to approve AstraZeneca vaccine
... “The rollout will start on Jan. 4 and will really accelerate into the
first few weeks of next year,” British Health Secretary Matt Hancock
told told Sky News. Britain has bought 100 million doses of the
vaccine.

Researchers claim the vaccine protected against disease in 62% of
those given two full doses and in 90% of those initially given a
half dose because of a manufacturing error. However, the second
group included only 2,741 people — too few to be conclusive.

... people at the highest risk would get priority, and everyone would get
a second jab within 12 weeks of the first.

Questions also remain about how well the vaccine protects older
people. Only 12% of study participants were over 55 and they were
enrolled later, so there hasn’t been enough time to see whether they
develop infections at a lower rate than those not given the vaccine.
...
Britain’s action likely means the World Health Organization will soon
clear the AstraZeneca vaccine for use in a global effort to help poor
countries, called COVAX. The initiative, led by WHO and the vaccines
alliance GAVI, has secured access to at least 100 million doses of the
vaccine, with options and other deals to buy more. But none can be
distributed until green-lighted by WHO.

The new strategy comes against a backdrop of soaring infections in the
U.K. The number of hospitalized COVID-19 patients has surpassed the
first peak of the outbreak in the spring, with authorities blaming a new,
more transmissible variant of the virus, first identified in southeast
England, for the spike.
Oxford University’s Dr. Andrew Pollard, one of the leaders of the
development team, offered hope the newly approved vaccine will help.
“At the moment, there’s no evidence that the vaccines won’t work
against the new variant,” Pollard told Radio 4. “But that is something
which we have to look at. We can’t be complacent about this variant or
perhaps future variants.”
Partial results from studies in almost 24,000 people in Britain, Brazil
and South Africa suggest the shots are safe and about 70%
effective for preventing illness from coronavirus infection.
That’s not as good as some other vaccine candidates, but Soriot
recently told the Sunday Times newspaper that he was confident the
vaccine would prove as effective as its rivals.
The Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine is expected to be relied on in many
countries because of its low cost, availability and ease of use. It
can be kept in refrigerators rather than the ultra-cold storage some
other vaccines require. The company has said it will sell it for $2.50 a
dose and plans to make up to 3 billion doses by the end of 2021.
“We have a vaccine for the world,” said Pollard.

The U.N. health agency does not licence or regulate vaccines itself, but
typically evaluates vaccines once they have been approved by an
agency such as the U.K. regulator or the European Medicines Agency.
WHO experts conduct their own evaluation of whether or not the risks
of a vaccine outweigh its benefits and then make a recommendation for
the shots to be “pre-qualified” so they can be bought by donors for
developing countries.
Most coronavirus vaccines to be used in poorer countries likely will be
made by the Serum Institute of India, which has been contracted by
AstraZeneca to make 1 billion doses. In June, the pharmaceutical
company announced that the Serum Institute would produce 400
million doses by the end of 2020 but as of early December, only about
50 million doses had been manufactured after production was halted
several times.
In addition to the Serum Institute, AstraZeneca also has deals with
vaccine makers in Brazil, South Africa and China to make the Oxforddeveloped vaccine for use in developing countries.
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“B.1.1.7”
Dec. 30
First case of highly infectious coronavirus variant in US, detected in Colorado
... The Colorado case involves a man in his 20s, who is in
isolation in Elbert County, about 50 miles southeast of Denver,
and has no travel history, according to a tweet from the office
of Gov. Jared Polis (D).
“The individual has no close contacts identified so far, but public
health officials are working to identify other potential cases and
contacts through thorough contact tracing interviews,” the
statement said.
A federal scientist familiar with the investigation said the man’s
lack of known travel — in contrast with most confirmed cases
outside the United Kingdom — indicates this is probably not
an isolated case. “We can expect that it will be detected
elsewhere,” said the official, who spoke on the condition of
anonymity to discuss the broader context of the announcement.
...
Researchers have detected the more transmissible variant in at
least 17 countries outside the United Kingdom, including as
far away as Australia and South Korea, as of Tuesday
afternoon. Officials in Canada had previously said they had
identified two cases.

level for the virus, denoting serious but not extreme risk.
...
All viruses mutate randomly, and over time some of those
mutations appear to confer some kind of advantage to the virus
as it adapts to the human species. The novel coronavirus,
SARS-CoV-2, mutates at a slow rate, and scientists do not
think the genetic changes seen in the variant so far are
sufficient to allow it to elude the vaccines now being
administered to millions of people in many countries. But the
coronavirus is a moving target, and these mutations require
surveillance.
Many scientists call the arrival of more transmissible mutations a
wake-up call. ...

Windsor

Denver
Elbert
County

Although the U.K. variant appears more contagious, it is not
leading to higher rates of hospitalizations or deaths,
according to a report from Public Health England, a government
agency. Nor is there any sign that people who were infected
months ago with the coronavirus are more likely to be
reinfected if exposed to the variant ...
The Colorado case occurred in a county of about 27,000, which
is currently classified, along with much of the state, in the “red”

US State of Colorado
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Dec. 30
China clamps down in hidden hunt for coronavirus origins
... More than a year since the first known person was infected
with the coronavirus, an AP investigation shows the Chinese
government is strictly controlling all research into its
origins, clamping down on some while actively promoting
fringe theories that it could have come from outside
China.
...A rare leak from within the government, the dozens of
pages of unpublished documents confirm what many have
long suspected: The clampdown comes from the top.
...
The AP investigation was based on dozens of interviews
with Chinese and foreign scientists and officials, along with
public notices, leaked emails, internal data and the
documents from China’s cabinet and the Chinese Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. It reveals a pattern of
government secrecy and top-down control that has been
evident throughout the pandemic.
As the AP previously documented, this culture has delayed
warnings about the pandemic, blocked the sharing of
information with the World Health Organization and
hampered early testing. Scientists familiar with China’s
public health system say the same practices apply to
sensitive research.
“They only select people they can trust, those that they can
control,” said a public health expert who works regularly with
the China CDC, declining to be identified out of fear of
retribution. “Military teams and others are working hard on
this, but whether it gets published all depends on the
outcome.”

...
The little information that has dribbled out suggests the
virus was circulating well outside Wuhan in 2019 — a
finding that could raise awkward questions for Chinese
officials about their early handling of the outbreak. Chinese
researchers found that a child hundreds of miles from Wuhan
had fallen ill with the virus by Jan. 2, suggesting it was
spreading widely in December. But earlier samples weren’t
tested, according to a scientist with direct knowledge of the
study.
“There was a very deliberate choice of the time period to
study, because going too early could have been too
sensitive,” said the scientist, who declined to be named out of
fear of retribution.
A WHO report written in July but published in November said
Chinese authorities had identified 124 cases in December
2019, including five cases outside Wuhan. Among WHO’s
aims for its upcoming visit to China are reviews of hospital
records before December.
Coronavirus expert Peter Daszak, a member of the WHO
team, said identifying the pandemic’s source should not be
used to assign guilt.
“We’re all part of this together,” he said. “And until we we’re
never going to get rid of this problem.”
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Death toll from coronavirus tops 1,800,000
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Dec. 31
How did we develop a COVID-19 vaccine so quickly?
[1] Scientists have been studying coronaviruses for

worked with others in pledging $8 billion for COVID-19
research ... The UK government Vaccine Taskforce
have also been a significant contributor to a wide
variety of vaccine research. Recipients of this funding
helped develop the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine. The
designers of this vaccine were the first to publish peer
reviewed efficacy results from phase 3 trials...

over 50 years ... this meant scientists had existing
data on the structure, genome, and life cycle of this
type of virus.... “Research on these viruses
established the importance of the viral spike (S) protein
in viral attachment, fusion, and entry, and identified the
S proteins as a target for the development of antibody
therapies and vaccines. ...
[2] Worldwide collaboration ... amid a global pandemic,
time was a luxury the world could not afford.
Researchers quickly mobilized to share their
coronavirus data with other scientists. [and] thanks to
advances in genomic sequencing, researchers
successfully uncovered the viral sequence of
SARS-CoV-2 in January 2020 — roughly 10 days
after the first reported pneumonia cases in Wuhan,
China. The ability to fast-track research and clinical
trials was a direct result of this worldwide cooperation...
[3] Funding for COVID-19 vaccine research... the U.S.,
1
... [has spent $18 billion partnering] with multiple
institutions ... to develop, manufacture, and distribute
300 million doses by early next year. By providing
resources and assuming the financial risk, [this
allowed] companies to produce and stockpile vaccine
doses even before the company [knew] if the vaccine
[was] going to work.... The European Commission
have also funded several vaccine candidates and

[4] mRNA technology [used in Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines] is something the NIH have been working
on for some time ...
...
A simple explanation?
... this unprecedented crisis has brought economies around
the world to their knees and affected the daily lives of
billions of people, so thousands of scientists stepped up to
the challenge2
...
The pandemic has ushered in a new era of vaccine
research. A global collaboration of scientists and the
development of mRNA vaccines is akin to the “landing
on the moon moment,” ...

1, 2

https://www.arabnews.com/node/1779366
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Dec. 31
Number of vaccinations administered as of today
World
United States

Select link the above link for updates
and to add other countries

5.89 million
2.79 million (Dec. 30, 2020)
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A Song for 2020 New Year’s Eve

Dec. 31

Should twen ----- ty twen - ty

mind?

Let’s make a pact

to

eat

be

for - got And

nev

- er brought to

our peas, and leave this year behind.

eat your black eyed peas, my friend, for twenty twenty one luck,_____Let’s tak’

Please

a cup of

Song Credits:

black eyed peas, so our new year won’t suck!

Music: Scottish folk song
(Roud #6294)
Lyrics: by some survivors
of 2020 with hopes
for a better new year
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Jan 1
Demand for rescue animals skyrocketing
... [2020] demand for animal adoption [skyrocketed] as
stay-at-home orders were issued across the U.S. in March
in response to the coronavirus pandemic,. [D]uring the
second half of March, with an estimated national
adoption rate of 58% at the beginning of the month,
jumping to 85% by the end of the month.
...
“The animal shelters have been emptied of adoptable
animals through either adoptions or fosters, because
of what a good time it is, when families are home
together during lockdown, to work with a new pet. And
it’s also a hedge against loneliness.”
The emotional support that pets can offer their owners is
more crucial than ever in this moment, says Rachael
Silverman, a psychologist specializing in couple and family
psychology who often prescribes emotional support
animals for patients. “With so much uncertainty and
instability, animals provide people, especially children,
with unconditional love, support, and comfort as well as
serve as a distraction,”...
2021 looks to be a big year for shelter pets, too: In
January, a shelter dog will take up residence in the
White House for the first time ever when President-elect
Joe Biden moves in with his dog Major, a German
shepherd who the Bidens adopted in 2018 from the
Delaware Humane Association (DHA).
Joe Biden adopted a German shepherd named Major
from the Delaware Humane Association in 2018
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Jan 2
Israel leads vaccine race
with 12% given jab
... Israel began vaccinations on
December 19th and is delivering jabs to
about 150,000 people a day, with priority
given to the over-60s, health workers
and people who are clinically
vulnerable. [the US is averaging 161,820
people a day]
It secured supplies of the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine following negotiations early on in
the pandemic. It is contacting people with
priority access to the vaccine through its
health care system - by law all Israelis
must register with a recognised health
care provider.
Israel has safely subdivided shipments of
the Pfizer vaccine, which must be stored
at -70C, Health Minister Yuli Edelstein told
YNet TV news. This means smaller
batches of the vaccine can be sent out to
remote communities.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who
is campaigning for re-election, has
predicted Israel could emerge from the
pandemic as early as February. It is
currently in its third national lockdown...

Rate of vaccination doses
per 100 people*
as of Jan. 1, 2021

Israel

11.55

Bahrain
UK
US

3.49
1.47
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/covid-19vaccine-doses.html

Denmark
China

* measured using number of people who have received
the first dose of coronavirus vaccine
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Current COVID risk levels
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Risk Levels
Severe outbreak
Active or imminent outbreak
At risk of outbreak
Slow disease growth
On track to contain COVID
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Jan 4
First person in world to get Oxford/AstraZeneca jab
An 82-year-old retired maintenance manager has become
the first person in the world outside clinical trials to
receive the vaccine developed by Oxford University and
AstraZeneca.
Brian Pinker, a dialysis patient, received the jab at 7.30am
on Monday from Sam Foster, a nurse at Oxford University
hospitals NHS foundation trust’s Churchill hospital.
Pinker, who describes himself as Oxford born and bred, said
in a statement issued by NHS England that the jab would
give him peace of mind as he continued to receive treatment,
and he was looking forward to celebrating his 48th wedding
anniversary in February.
“I am so pleased to be getting the Covid vaccine today and
really proud that it is one that was invented in Oxford,” he
said. “The nurses, doctors and staff today have all been
brilliant and I can now really look forward to celebrating my
48th wedding anniversary with my wife, Shirley, later this
year.”
...the national medical director of NHS England, described
the distribution of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine as
“another turning point in our way out of this pandemic”.
...“Four weeks ago I had the privilege to be in Coventry for
the first jab of the Pfizer vaccine – remember Maggie
Keenan got that first jab – that felt like a huge moment in this
pandemic and, to be honest, today, when I saw the first jab

in the building behind me of the AstraZeneca vaccine, felt
like an even bigger moment, another turning point in our way
out of this pandemic.”
He added: “We’ve been preparing in the NHS for many
months for the biggest vaccination programme in our history.
We’ve already delivered over a million vaccines of the Pfizer
jab; now we’ve got the AstraZeneca one, so we aim to get it
into people’s arms as quickly as it is supplied to us. If we get
2m doses a week, our aim is to get 2m doses into the arms
of those priority groups.”
...
we’re aiming for tens of millions of doses by the time we
get to April. This is a new vaccine, each batch will need to
be looked at before it’s released, so that schedule will
become clearer over the next few weeks, but, as I said, we
are raring to go.”

Brian Pinker
receives the
Oxford/AstraZeneca
Covid-19 vaccine from
nurse Sam Foster at
the Churchill hospital
in Oxford on Monday.
Photograph: Steve
Parsons/PA
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Vaccine Tracker
All of the states shown in blue
are publicly reporting data about the
administration of COVID-19 vaccines
Select the link at the top of this page
for an interactive map and updates
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Jan 5
UK hospitals stagger under toll from the new virus variant
... Pressure on the nation’s hospitals forced the hand of Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, who has plunged the country into its
third national lockdown and ordered everyone to stay at
home as much as possible for at least the next six weeks.
The situation is worsening, said Siva Anandaciva, chief analyst
of the King’s Fund think tank.
“It’s not hyperbole to say that the (National Health Service) is
going through probably the toughest time in living memory,? he
told The Associated Press. Anandaciva said some emergency
rooms have waits of 12 hours.
“I was speaking to an emergency care physician from London
last week, and she was saying that half of her shift was spent
delivering care in ambulances because they couldn’t get
the patients into the emergency department,? he said. “So
you put that all together and you paint a picture of the health
service that’s under incredible pressure.”
Johnson announced the tough new stay-at-home order for
England that takes effect at midnight Tuesday and won’t be
reviewed until at least mid-February. Few in England expect
any relief until after the traditional late February school break.
“The weeks ahead will be the hardest yet, but I really do
believe that we are entering the last phase of the struggle,”
Johnson told the nation Monday night. “Because with every jab
that goes into our arms, we are tilting the odds against COVID
and in favor of the British people.”

Scotland’s leader, Nicola Sturgeon, also imposed a lockdown
that began Tuesday. Northern Ireland and Wales had already
imposed tough measures, though rules vary.
...
The new measures are similar to those imposed last spring,
with people being told to work from home unless it’s impossible
to do so, and to leave home only for exercise or essential trips
such as grocery shopping. Schools across England were
ordered to close their doors except for the children of
critical workers and most vulnerable children, and shift to
online instruction beginning Tuesday. University students won’t
return to campus until at least mid-February.
All nonessential shops and personal care services like
hairdressers will stay closed. Restaurants will be allowed
to offer takeout services only.
New COVID-19 infections have soared in recent weeks as
public health officials struggled to contain the new variant,
which the government says is 50% to 70% more contagious.
The number of confirmed new daily infections in the past seven
days jumped 50% from the previous week, and coronavirusrelated deaths rose 21% in the same period.
Britain has been seeing over 50,000 new infections a day
for a week and has reported 75,500 virus-related deaths
overall, one of the highest tallies in Europe.
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Jan 6
EU agency approves Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine
The European Union’s medicines agency gave the green
light Wednesday to Moderna Inc.’s COVID-19 vaccine, a
decision that gives the 27-nation bloc a second vaccine to
use in the desperate battle to tame the virus rampaging
across the continent.
...
The EU agency gave the green light to use the Moderna
vaccine on people age 18 year and above.
Cook stressed that EU authorities “will closely monitor data
on the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine to ensure
ongoing protection of the EU public. Our work will always be
guided by the scientific evidence and our commitment to
safeguard the health of EU citizens.”

don’t contain any coronavirus – meaning they cannot cause
infection. Instead, they use a piece of genetic code that
trains the immune system to recognize the spike protein on
the surface of the virus, ready to attack if the real thing
comes along.
The EU officially began giving out Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccination shots on Dec. 27, but the speed of each
nation’s inoculation program has varied widely. France
vaccinated around 500 people in the first week, while
Germany vaccinated 200,000. The Dutch were only
beginning to give out vaccine shots Wednesday, the last EU
nation to start doing so.

The United States, Canada and Israel have already
approved use of the Moderna vaccine. The U.S. gave it
the green light for emergency use in people over 18 years on
Dec. 18, followed by Canada five days later with an interim
authorization also for people over 18. Israel authorized the
vaccine on Monday.
Moderna said Monday that it is increasing its estimate for
global vaccine production in 2021 from 500 to 600 million
doses. The company said it is “continuing to invest and add
staff to build up to potentially 1 billion doses for 2021.”
Both Moderna’s and Pfizer-BioNTech’s shots are mRNA
vaccines, made with a groundbreaking new technology. They

Pharmacist Brian Meyer holds a Moderna COVID-19 vaccine vial for a photo on
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2021 at Sunflower Pharmacy in Odessa, Texas. Sunflower
Pharmacy is the first privately owned pharmacy in Odessa given to permission to
distribute the vaccine. (Eli Hartman/Odessa American via AP)
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Jan 6
What people might not be allowed to do if they don’t get vaccinated
... Should any restrictions be imposed on people who choose not to get
vaccinated given they can catch and spread the virus?
It’s a tricky subject but governments are already looking at introducing
systems that would enable authorities, and possibly businesses, to tell if
a person has had a Covid vaccine or not.
...
China has launched a health code app that shows whether a person is
symptom-free in order to check into a hotel or use the subway
...
Chile, citizens that have recovered from the coronavirus have been
issued with “virus free” certificates.
...
Spain ... will create a registry to show who has refused to be vaccinated
and that the database could be shared across Europe
...
Isra Black, a lecturer in law at the University of York, and Lisa Forsberg,
a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Oxford who researches medical
ethics, told CNBC that it “isn’t easy to say whether it would be
ethically permissible for a state to impose restrictions” on people
who refuse a jab.
The academics said in a joint statement via email that the answer will
depend on factors like vaccine supply, the level of vaccination in
the population, the nature of time restrictions on vaccine refusers,
and how the restrictions are operationalized.
... it may be justifiable for the state to restrict vaccine refusers if it
turns out the vaccines reduce onward transmission.
They also highlighted that allowing unvaccinated individuals to
circulate freely may be associated with the development and spread
of mutations of the virus, some of which might become vaccineresistant.

Vaccine passports
In December it emerged that Los Angeles County plans to let Covid
vaccine recipients store proof of immunization in the Apple Wallet on
their iPhone...
“The idea of immunity certificates is not new,” ... children who get
vaccinations for measles, polio and other diseases often must show their
immunity certificate to register at a new school. Health passports could
be a way to help reopen the economy and manage the new normal with
a privacy-first approach.”
Trilli added: “There is a growing appetite for the use of health
passports/certificates within the travel industry to improve the
safety of their staff and customers, as well as to instil greater levels of
confidence to help re-catalyze the tourism industry.”
In May, John Holland-Kaye, CEO of the U.K.’s busiest airport Heathrow,
backed the introduction of health certificates to help the country
emerge from the more stringent travel restrictions in place at that
time. Heathrow Airport did not immediately respond to CNBC’s request
for comment.
Elsewhere, the CEO of Delta Air Lines, Ed Bastian, said in April that
imunity passports could be used to help fliers feel more confident
in their personal safety while traveling.
... British Airways, Qantas, and easyJet did not respond to CNBC’s
[question, if it would ever prevent non-vaccinated people from flying on
its aircraft.]
...
[Britain] “Hospitality would be split with restaurants and bars for
vaccinated guests and then bars and restaurants popping up that
will cater for non-vaccinated guests. ...
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US reports highest single-day death toll
... Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warned the overall toll
could exceed 430,000 by the end of the month.
The US reported 3,865 coronavirus deaths Wednesday, bringing the
overall toll to 361,123 people in the US, according to data from Johns
Hopkins University. In addition, the number of people who have been
infected reached more than 21.2 million, according to the data.
At the same time, hospitals are being flooded with coronavirus
patients. On Wednesday, a record 132,476 patients were being
treated for the virus, according to the Covid Tracker Project.
Meantime, the CDC predicted Wednesday that January will be a
devastating month for pandemic impacts, even as the federal
government allocated $22 billion more for testing, contact tracing,
surveillance and vaccinations,
The CDC forecast, assembled from 36 coronavirus models, projected
there will be 405,000-438,000 deaths by the end of the month. The
previous ensemble forecast, published December 30, projected up to
424,000 deaths by January 23.
But director of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Disease
Dr. Anthony Fauci hopes that the US can ramp up vaccinations before
the month is over.
"We should have done better, but I think we should wait until we get into
maybe the second, or the third week in January, to see if we can now
catch up with the original pace that was set," he said.
At the epicenter of the virus is California, a state that has been
among several to report record hospitalizations, surging deaths and
healthcare systems struggling to meet the demand.
...
Elsewhere, Kentucky saw two highs Wednesday: 5,743 new cases
reported in one day and a positivity rate of 11.7%, the highest rate in

the state since May.
"Today's numbers show how critically important a centralized effort and
response is to defeating this virus," Governor Andy Beshear said.
In Louisiana, the spike in cases and hospitalizations has led to tighter
coronavirus restrictions in New Orleans. As of Friday morning,
gatherings and special events are not allowed except for people living
together in a single household and outdoor tables at bars and
restaurants will be limited to 6 people of the same household, according
to a statement from the mayor's office.
"These next few weeks will be a defining moment in the history of our
response to this pandemic," Mayor LaToya Cantrell said. "These
restrictions are for the short term, but they are in place for a reason. "
As cases grow, some states are expanding the number of people
eligible to receive coronavirus vaccines.
US Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams said Wednesday that vaccine
administration is "quickly ramping up" and he urged states to move to
the next priority groups so supply "can match up with demand.”
Adams said on "Good Morning America" that the US is now
approaching 500,000 vaccinations per day and that more funding
and locations are becoming available and that the list of priority
groups is expanding.
Illinois, for example, has lowered the minimum recommended age
of residents to receive the vaccine to 65 years old from 75 years.
These vaccinations will happen in "a few weeks," Illinois Governor JB
Pritzker. said. The state made the decision to lower the bar in the new
phase because Black and Brown Americans have been
disproportionately affected by Covid-19 and are more likely to die from
the virus at a younger age on average, he said ...
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Jan 8
Pfizer vaccine appears effective against mutation in new virus variants
... Pfizer Inc and BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine appeared to work
against a key mutation in the highly transmissible new variants of the
coronavirus discovered in Britain and South Africa, according to a
laboratory study conducted by the U.S. drugmaker.

called the E484K mutation, was also concerning.
The researchers plan to run similar tests to establish whether the
vaccine is effective against other mutations found in the British and
South African variants and hope to have more data within weeks.

The study by Pfizer and scientists from the University of Texas Medical
Branch, which has not yet been peer-reviewed, indicated the vaccine
was effective in neutralizing virus with the so-called N501Y mutation of
the spike protein.

The variants are said by scientists to be more transmissible than
previously dominant ones, but they are not thought to cause
more serious illness.

The mutation could be responsible for greater transmissibility
and there had been concern it could also make the virus escape
antibody neutralization elicited by the vaccine, said Phil Dormitzer,
one of Pfizer’s top viral vaccine scientists.

Scientists said the results of the study would help calm concerns that
people will not be protected by vaccines being given to millions of
people around the world in the fight against the pandemic, which has
killed more than 1.8 million people and roiled economies.

The first results of tests on the variants offer a glimmer of hope while
more studies are carried out as Britain and other countries try to tame
the more infectious variants which authorities believe are driving a
surge in infections that could overwhelm healthcare systems.

Dormitzer said it was encouraging that the vaccine appears effective
against the mutation, as well as 15 other mutations the company has
previously tested against.

But they cautioned that more clinical tests and data are still needed
to come to a definitive conclusion.
...
AstraZeneca, Moderna and CureVac are also testing whether their
shots work against the fast-spreading variants. They have said
they expect them to be effective, but the timing of those studies
are not known.
...
The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine and the one from Moderna Inc,
which use synthetic messenger RNA technology, can be quickly
tweaked to address new mutations of a virus if necessary.
Scientists have suggested the changes could be made in as little
as six weeks.

“So we’ve now tested 16 different mutations, and none of them
have really had any significant impact. That’s the good news,” he
said. “That doesn’t mean that the 17th won’t.”

The variant is not the first of the pandemic to emerge and Eleanor
Riley, professor of immunology and infectious disease at the University
of Edinburgh, said these types of study will be needed as they appear.

Dormitzer said another mutation found in the South African variant,

“It may be necessary to tweak the vaccine over time,” she said.

The Pfizer-BioNTech study was conducted on blood taken from people
who had been given the vaccine. Its findings are limited because it
does not look at the full set of mutations found in either of the new
variants of the rapidly spreading virus.
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Jan 9
US vaccine rollout hits snag as health workers balk at shots
... Surprising numbers of health care workers who have seen firsthand
the death and misery inflicted by COVID-19 are refusing shots.
It is happening in nursing homes and, to a lesser degree, in hospitals,
with employees expressing what experts say are unfounded fears of
side effects from vaccines that were developed at record speed. More
than three weeks into the campaign, some places are seeing as
much as 80% of the staff holding back.
...
Many medical facilities from Florida to Washington state have boasted
of near-universal acceptance of the shots, and workers have proudly
plastered pictures of themselves on social media receiving the
vaccine. Elsewhere, though, the drive has stumbled.
While the federal government has released no data on how many
people offered the vaccines have taken them, glimpses of resistance
have emerged around the country.
In Illinois, a big divide has opened at state-run veterans homes
between residents and staff. The discrepancy was worst at the
veterans home in Manteno, where 90% of residents were vaccinated
but only 18% of the staff members.
In rural Ashland, Alabama, about 90 of some 200 workers at Clay
County Hospital have yet to agree to get vaccinated, even with the
place so overrun with COVID-19 patients that oxygen is running low
and beds have been added to the intensive care unit, divided by
plastic sheeting.
The pushback comes amid the most lethal phase in the outbreak yet,
with the death toll at more than 350,000, and it could hinder the
government’s effort to vaccinate somewhere between 70% and 85% of
the U.S. population to achieve “herd immunity.”

Administrators and public health officials have expressed hope that
more health workers will opt to be vaccinated as they see their
colleagues take the shots without problems.
...
There have been no signs of widespread severe side effects from the
vaccines, and scientists say the drugs have been rigorously tested on
tens of thousands and vetted by independent experts.
States have begun turning up the pressure. South Carolina’s
governor gave health care workers until Jan. 15 to get a shot or
“move to the back of the line.” Georgia’s top health official has
allowed some vaccines to be diverted to other front-line workers,
including firefighters and police, out of frustration with the slow
uptake.
“There’s vaccine available but it’s literally sitting in freezers,” said
Public Health Commissioner Dr. Kathleen Toomey. “That’s
unacceptable. We have lives to save.”
Nursing homes were among the institutions given priority for the shots
because the virus has cut a terrible swath through them. Long-term
care residents and staff account for about 38% of the nation’s
COVID-19 fatalities.
In West Virginia, only about 55% of nursing home workers agreed to
the shots when they were first offered last month, according to Martin
Wright, who leads the West Virginia Health Care Association.
“It’s a race against social media,” Wright said of battling falsehoods
about the vaccines.
Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine said only 40% of the state’s nursing home
workers have gotten shots. North Carolina’s top public health official
estimated more than half were refusing the vaccine there...
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Jan 9
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip get COVID-19 vaccine
... As Boris Johnson announced an ambitious 'test and jabs'
blitz to combat the virus, Her Majesty, 94, and the Duke of
Edinburgh, 99, received their injections at Windsor Castle
from a doctor in the Royal Household.
They had their first jab only when it became available to
others in the Berkshire area to avoid any suggestion of
special treatment. The same will apply to the second
injection, expected in a few weeks.

Saturday figure since April 18.
But in a positive sign the upward curve in cases may be
levelling out a further 59,937 people tested positive, up just
3.8 per cent on last Saturday.
It is also more than 8,000 cases fewer than the 68,053
recorded yesterday - a record high. Friday also saw 1,325
more deaths.

The Palace declined to specify whether they received the
Oxford or the Pfizer vaccine, to avoid giving the impression
of favouring one over the other.
But well-placed sources said it was a 'reasonable
assumption' that they had the one developed by Oxford
University and AstraZeneca. Both accepted the
inoculations on the advice of their doctors and did not
suffer any side-effects.
It came as Britain recorded more than 1,000 Covid-19
deaths for the fourth day in a row as the new mutation
wreaks havoc across the country.
A further 1,035 people have died today in the deadliest
Saturday since April 18, as the total Covid death toll since
the pandemic began hit a grim 80,000.
The total marked a 132.5 per cent rise on the 445 deaths
recorded on Saturday last week and was the highest

AP photo (pictured in November 2020)
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Jan 10
Johnson under fire as UK again faces onslaught of COVID-19
... Many countries are enduring new waves of the virus, but Britain’s is
among the worst, and it comes after a horrendous 2020. More than 3
million people in the U.K. have tested positive for the coronavirus
and 81,000 have died — 30,000 in just the last 30 days. The economy
has shrunk by 8%, more than 800,000 jobs have been lost and
hundreds of thousands more furloughed workers are in limbo.
Even with the new lockdown, London Mayor Sadiq Khan said Friday that
the situation in the capital was “critical,” with one in every 30 people
infected. “The stark reality is that we will run out of beds for patients in
the next couple of weeks unless the spread of the virus slows down
drastically,? he said.
Medical staff are also at breaking point.
...
Much of the blame for Britain’s poor performance has been laid at the
door of Johnson, who came down with the virus in the spring and ended
up in intensive care. Critics say his government’s slow response as the
new respiratory virus emerged from China was the first in a string of
lethal mistakes.
Anthony Costello, professor of global health at University College
London, said “dilly-dallying” in March about whether to lock down the
U.K. cost thousands of lives.
Britain locked down on March 23, and Costello said if the decision had
come a week or two sooner, “we would be back down at 30,000-40,000
deaths. ... More like Germany.”
“And the problem is, they’ve repeated these delays,” said Costello, a
member of Independent SAGE, a group of scientists set up as an
alternative to the government’s official Scientific Advisory Group for
Emergencies.
Most countries have struggled during the pandemic, but Britain had
some disadvantages from the start. Its public health system was

frayed after years of spending cuts by austerity-minded Conservative
governments. It had only a tiny capacity to test for the new virus. And
while authorities had planned for a hypothetical pandemic, they
assumed it would be a less deadly and less contagious flu-like
illness.
The government sought advice from scientists, but critics say its pool of
advisers was too narrow. And their recommendations were not always
heeded by a prime minister whose laissez-faire instincts make him
reluctant to clamp down on the economy and daily life.
...
The government points out, correctly, that there has been huge progress
since last spring. Early problems getting protective equipment to
medical workers have largely been resolved. Britain now carries out
almost half a million coronavirus tests a day. A national test-andtrace system has been set up to find and isolate infected people,
though it struggles to cope with demand and can’t enforce requests to
self-isolate.
Treatments including the steroid dexamethasone, whose effectiveness
was discovered during a U.K. trial, have improved survival rates among
the most seriously ill. And now there are vaccines, three of which have
been approved for use in Britain. The government has vowed to give
the first of two shots to almost 15 million people, including everyone over
70, by mid-February.
...
“It’s very easy to be critical about how we’ve done, but you do have to
remember that there’s nobody who’s really managed a pandemic like
this, who’s ever done it before,” [John Bell, Regius professor of medicine
at the University of Oxford] told the BBC. “We’re all trying to make
decisions on the run, and some of those decisions will inevitably be
the wrong decisions.”
“Everybody should be doing their best, and I think on the whole people
are — including, I have to say, the politicians. So don’t beat them up
too badly.”
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Jan 11
Japan has found a new Covid variant
... On Jan. 6, Japan’s NIID detected a new mutant strain of
Covid in four passengers arriving from Brazil’s Amazonas
state on Jan. 2.
One male in his 40s, who was found to be asymptomatic on
his arrival to Japan, was hospitalized as his respiratory
condition worsened. One female in her 30s reported a sore
throat and headache, one male aged between 10 and 19
recorded a fever and one young woman over the age of 10
was asymptomatic.

to tackle an “increasingly troubling” third wave of
infections.
To date, the country has recorded 290,270 cases of the
coronavirus, with 3,855 related deaths, according to data
compiled by Johns Hopkins University.

The variant of the virus discovered in Japan belongs to the
B.1.1.248 strain and has 12 mutations in the spike
protein, the NIID said.
Japan’s Health Ministry said studies were underway to
determine the effectiveness of coronavirus vaccines against
the new variant, Reuters reported on Sunday, citing an
unnamed ministry official.
...
Japan on Thursday declared a state of emergency in the
greater Tokyo area after a record number of Covid cases
were reported in the country’s capital city.
As he announced the new restrictions, Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshihide Suga said: “The situation has become
increasingly troubling nationwide and we have a strong
sense of crisis.” He added the measures were necessary

A woman wearing a face mask walks under a row of gates
at Hie Shrine in Tokyo on January 7, 2021.
PHILIP FONG | AFP | Getty Images
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Jan 11
COVID-19 vaccine rollout leaves people scrambling to find shots
Anger and frustration are surging across the country as the
federal government leaves states to handle the distribution
of COVID-19 vaccines. Through Friday, states had
received 22.1 million doses of the vaccines. Of those,
about 6.7 million – less than one-third – had been
administered.
...
For a 71-year-old Florida man and his 66-year-old wife, the
chaos meant rising before dawn to get in line for a vaccine,
only to be turned away after learning many of the supplies
had been given out to people who’d camped overnight,
against the express wishes of authorities.
...
For a Texas man and advocate of getting aid for the
Hispanic community during COVID-19, it means he can’t find
a way to vaccinate his 93-year-old grandmother, who spends
all day in her recliner and refuses to go outside for fear of
catching the virus.

hugging my family.”
...
Federal officials point to a host of reasons for the lag in
vaccine distributions, including vaccination systems still
gearing up, federal funding that hasn't yet been
disbursed to states and a requirement that states set
aside vaccines for long-term-care facilities.
Add to that two holidays, bad weather in some areas and
the need to train medical professionals to prepare and
administer two vaccines that require special storage and
handling.
A hodgepodge of rules and procedures across the
country adds to the confusion. In Florida, for example,
seniors 65 and older are in the first phase of vaccine
distribution. In Texas, seniors and medically fragile people
are in the second phase. In New York, they are in the third
phase.

And for [Austin, Texas mother of 18 year old disabled son
“Dean”] it means extending her family’s 11-month lockdown.
Her husband, who recently got COVID-19 while taking care
of his 96-year-old father, had to leave home for weeks. Her
children have been quarantined to their rooms and everyone
has had to wear masks around Dean. They canceled
Thanksgiving and Christmas festivities with family.

Richard Paiva, a 71-year-old retired advertising man from
DeLand, Florida, and his 66-year-old wife, Aida, were
determined to get one of the 1,000 vaccines given out on
Jan. 4 at a football stadium in nearby Daytona Beach.
They’d considered camping out until area officials
specifically told people not to do that.

“I can’t think of the last time I kissed anybody,” Kearns said.
“Probably February. Because there’s such fear. I miss

So at 5:30 a.m., they climbed into their Toyota Sienna –
loaded with bananas, bread, cashews, applesauce, ...
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Jan 11
What you need to know about the OSDH's COVID-19 vaccine scheduling portal
Hundreds of thousands of people signed up to get the
COVID-19 vaccine through the Oklahoma State Department
of Health’s new vaccine portal that launched this past week.

Then, you’ll get an email with a registration link that does not
expire. After that, it’s a matter of finding an appointment
before it’s taken.

Oklahoma is in phase two of the state’s vaccine distribution
rollout plan, during which people can sign up to schedule to
get a vaccine.

“Each appointment slot in this scheduler is tied to available
vaccines. We are not scheduling in advance, hoping we’ll
have vaccines,” Reed said.

“We’re making significant progress getting vaccines into
Oklahomans’ arms,” Deputy Commissioner of Health Keith
Reed said.

Reed added that health leaders understand the public’s
frustration with having trouble making appointments, but
there’s a good reason slots are limited. It’s based on the
number of vaccines the state is given from the federal
government.

If you want to get on the list to receive a COVID-19 vaccine,
you first need to know how the portal works.
“This scheduling portal will guide Oklahomans through
several key points in the vaccination process, hopefully,
send out reminders for their eligibility and ability to look
for appointments,” Reed said. “We’re optimistic that,
overall, it will make the scheduling process run much more
smoothly.”
Signing up for the vaccine portal is just the first step. You
won’t be able to book appointments or see them until the
state reaches your priority group.
At this point, people who are able to sign up are 65 years or
older or a front-line worker.

Click here to access portal
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Jan 12
Concern as Irish infection rate becomes ‘world's highest'
Concern has been raised in the Republic of Ireland after
figures showed it has the world's highest number of
confirmed new Covid-19 cases per million people.
The statistics were released by Johns Hopkins University
in the US.
The taoiseach (Irish PM) said the new south-east of
England variant of the virus "has had a significant impact
on transmission" in Ireland.... the new variant of the
virus accounted for 45% of the most recent 92
samples that underwent additional testing, compared with
25% of those tested in the week to 3 January and 9% two
weeks earlier.
...the president of the Irish Hospital Consultants'
Association described the situation in the Republic of
Ireland's acute hospitals as "truly a national emergency".
Professor Alan Irvine told RTÉ's News at One the acute
hospital system was "under the greatest pressure that it's
ever been in living memory".
He said 1,000 people had been admitted with Covidrelated illnesses to acute hospitals since 2 January and
admission figures were doubling, in both intensive care
and general acute beds, every week.
Prof Irvine warned if the trend continues: "The system

really will not be able to cope, so it's truly an emergency in
the acute health system.
...
Some patients had to wait in ambulances outside ...There
were up to seven ambulances waiting outside the hospital
at 21:00 local time, according to Irish national broadcaster
RTÉ News. Letterkenny University Hospital on Sunday...

New confirmed cases of COVID-19
Seven-day rolling average of new cases (per 100k)

Ireland
UK
US
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Jan 12
A US potential superspreader celebration erupted in Alabama
University of Alabama football fans packed
the streets of Tuscaloosa to celebrate the
Crimson Tide’s national championship
Monday night, “the COVID-19 pandemic be
damned,” the Tuscaloosa News wrote.
Videos and photos showed tightly packed
swarms of young people, many of them
maskless, whooping it up after Alabama
defeated Ohio State, 52-24.
...
Tuscaloosa Mayor Walt Maddox had
earlier admonished fans on Twitter
against congregating in parties... and
warned “our hospital is stretched.”
...
Alabama’s coronavirus cases surged
30% in the week before the celebration,
according to the New York Times. The state
recorded 2,100 cases on Jan. 11 alone and
was averaging 4,272 cases per day in the
last week.
Tuscaloosa police quickly dispersed the
revelers. Within a half-hour, traffic cameras
revealed that University Boulevard had
mostly been cleared, according to the
Tuscaloosa News.

Photo taken by Lt. Andy Norris, Tuscaloosa Police
January 11, 2021 at 11:38 PM
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Jan 13
Initial Israeli data: First Pfizer shot curbs infections by 50% after 14 days
... With Pfizer’s phase 3 trials only checking some 40,000
people, and given Israel’s world-leading vaccination
campaign, the data could be some of the best on-theground indication yet of the vaccine’s efficacy.
Regardless, the vaccine is only expected to reach full
protection potential a week after the administration of the
second dose of the vaccine, which began in Israel this
week. The second dose is expected to bring immunity
levels to some 95% after about a week.
Alroy-Preis stressed that the data wasn’t enough to
conclude that the vaccine prevents transmission of the
virus altogether, since it is believed that one can
spread the virus to others for a limited amount of time
if it is located in their nasal cavity, even if it hasn’t
infected the body to a level that would yield a positive test
result.
Earlier, Alroy-Preis said that nearly one-fifth of over 1,000
current serious COVID-19 patients had previously
received the first dose of Pfizer’s vaccine — stressing
the need to continue to protect oneself after receiving
the shot.
“Seventeen percent of the new serious cases today, or 180
cases, are after the first dose,” she told reporters.
Alroy-Preis also expressed alarm at the sky-high infection

rates throughout the country, which have climbed to nearly
10,000 new daily cases.
“We have never had such a figure,” she said, adding that
the more infectious British strain of the virus, which is
believed to have spread throughout the country, has surely
played a part in the steep rise in serious cases.
She said Israel will likely have to extend its nationwide
lockdown, but added that there were initial signs that
the rise in infection rates was starting to slow down.
Alroy-Preis said that 73% of Israelis who are over the age
of 60 or who have other high-risk factors have already
been vaccinated with at least one shot, but noted that
inoculations were slower in the Arab and ultra-Orthodox
communities.
The latest number given by officials for total vaccinations
was 1,910,330 — about 20% of the population —
although Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Tuesday
held a ceremonial event celebrating the 2,000,000th
vaccinee.
Health Ministry sources and experts have in recent days
been cited by various news outlets in reporting that the exit
from Israel’s latest strict lockdown, imposed Friday, will
likely take time, be gradual and depend on the vaccination
rate and the trend seen in serious COVID-19 cases....
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COVID-19 deemed
compensable injury
by the legislature
in Minnesota

Mar. 26, 2020

Russia sees a
spike in cases

Apr. 17, 2020

Apr. 20, 2020

Wuhan death toll
jumps by 50%

Harvard publishes
“Roadmap to
Pandemic
Resilience”
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July 19, 2020
Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 600,000
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Blood thinners
as treatment?
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Many states’
shelter-in-place
orders expire

Expert opinions
shed light on when
we might have
a vaccine
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Human testing
begins in the US
for a vaccine that
uses genetic code
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Russia now
second in world
for confirmed
coronavirus cases
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Oklahoma’s START
Coalition begins

Mortality rates in
the most affected
countries:
Belgium at 16.3%
US at 6%
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Japan falls
into a recession
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Lockdowns are
cracking open

Mystery illness
seen in children
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States are
reopening:
How are
they doing?
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France stops use
of Hydroxychloroquine

We have liftoff!
NASA command
center personnel
are wearing masks
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20 states where
COVID-19
in on the rise
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The pandemic
has already
altered the way
Americans can
cast their ballots
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FDA gives go
ahead for trial
of experimental
COVID-19 drug
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Chickasaw Nation
casinos reopen
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14 states and
Puerto Rico hit
highest seven-day
average
June 8, 2020

Coronavirus
pandemic: Tracking
the global outbreak
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Bing tracks
COVID-19:
US is 31% of
world’s total

Coronavirus may
be a blood
vessel disease
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we have learned
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The CDC broadens
its list of who is
at the greatest
risk and adds
3 new symptoms
June 26, 2020
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Coronavirus
infections
going up in
36 states
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Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 900,000
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US Dow surges
more then
400 points

Is Sweden’s
strategy
misunderstood?

“Godzilla”
dust cloud
reaches U.S.

Sep. 9, 2020
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July 2, 2020

Virus death toll
drops to 5 in
New York, once
the US epicenter

June 30, 2020

Sweden not
untouched by
COVID-19
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Some Texas
hospitals at
100% capacity

Oklahoma shatters
record for
COVID cases

How the virus
surges compare to
NYC’s peak

Rate of positive
tests in the
US over time

First data for
Moderna vaccine
shows promise

Dr. Fauci implores
leaders to “be
as forceful as
possible” with
mask orders

How deadly
is COVID-19?

1.4M workers file
for unemployment

Hurricane rains
add to the
concerns of Texans

6 US states report
one-day record
deaths from virus

Fast food habits
and coronavirus

Wave of evictions
expected as
moratoriums end

India hits 2 million
cases as health
volunteers strike

US hits 5 million
cases with few
signs of slowing

Russia clears
vaccine despite
skepticism

Virus flareups
in Europe

Even mild virus
cases confer
durable immunity

COVID-19 vaccines
could become
mandatory

South Korea
elevates distancing
as virus nears
spring levels

Airlines’ plans for
furloughing

First documented
case of re-infection
in the US

>30,000 enrolled in
two vaccine trials

1st COVID-19 death
linked to Sturgis

Labor Day warnings
go unheeded

Alabama county
delays capital trials,
citing pandemic

Antarctica is
still free of
COVID-19

China expects
vaccine as soon
as November

Infection rates soar
in college towns

California’s
COVID-19
positivity rate
drops below 3%
for the first time

At least 22 states
report an uptick
in new cases
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July 8, 2020

July 11, 2020

July 13, 2020

July 15, 2020

US holiday fuels
worries about
skyrocketing
virus cases

Michigan Judge
issues first
decision on a
billion dollar
insurance
coverage fight

Could we have
a vaccine as
soon as October?

Florida shatters
record; world
sees spike in cases

(a scientist’s opinion)

July 6, 2020

Global stocks rise
as investors look
to economic data

July 9, 2020

July 14, 2020

Vaccine trial
participants
needed in OKC

America’s jobless
are about to lose
their $600-a-week
lifeline

Top scientists
call for “challenge
trials” to speed
up vaccine process

July 12, 2020

July 17, 2020

COVID-19 surges
in US

July 9, 2020

July 19, 2020

US breaking
records; 27 states
halt or rollback
reopening plans

July 16, 2020

July 11, 2020

Major US Airlines
warn there may
be workforce cuts

6 reasons
for optimism

The 19 most talked
about treatments
and how they rate
for effectiveness
and safety

Opioid overdoses
are skyrocketing

July 22, 2020

July 23, 2020

How the states
rank on restrictions

Opening day
for baseball
July 24, 2020

July 22, 2020

China-US relations
appear at a
turning point

US cases and
deaths on the rise
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July 22, 2020

July 24, 2020

Schools
make flexible
reopening plans

US secures
100 million doses
of coronavirus
vaccine candidate

CDC changes
COVID-19
guidance

July 20, 2020

Vaccine trials
show early
promising results

July 29, 2020

More ingredients
for pharmaceuticals
to be made in US
July 30, 2020

COVID-19 is back
in places
where it had all
but vanished

Experimental J&J
vaccine protects
monkeys in a
single dose - study
July 30, 2020

Emirates offers
free insurance

Oklahomans
report receiving
seeds from China

Do some have
natural protection
from coronavirus
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Isaias spawns
wild inland weather

Russia boasts
it will be the
first with a vaccine

New Zealand
records 100 days
without a case
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Aug. 4, 2020

NASA crew returns
to earth after
2 months in space

Tuberculosis,
H.I.V. and malaria
are making
a comeback

Western District
of Missouri denies
insurer-defendant’s
motion to dismiss
in “Studio 417”
business
interruption claim
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1 in 3 Americans
would refuse
COVID-19 vaccine

40% increase in
child cases across
areas studied

11 things we may
never do the
same way again
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Jury trials
resume in
Oklahoma County

Germany, Spain
see increase
in infection rate
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FDA grants
approval for
another saliva test
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Federal Judge
strikes down parts
of COVID-19 paid
leave regulation
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Australia’s
toughest lockdown

No masks required
at Sturgis Rally

Schools consider
holding outdoor
classes

13 states make
contact tracing
data public

US School boards
under pressure

US virus aid
talks collapse

US consumer
spending up 5.6%

Aug. 16, 2020

COVID’s impact
on US restaurants

Aug. 24, 2020

Aug. 26, 2020

Aug. 21, 2020

Aug. 24, 2020

Nursing home
cases up ˜ 80%

Lebanon sees
spike in cases

Researchers find
that reinfection
may be possible
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Aug. 22, 2020

Virtual DNC
nominates Biden

Annual “Weedfest”
not cancelled

Aug. 19, 2020

Aug. 22, 2020

Which places
have the most
new daily cases?

Need stress relief?
A group in Japan
is trying something
rather different
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New virus cases
steadily falling

Residents flee
Gulf Coast
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July 31, 2020

California reaches
another bleak
milestone

40% infected
never feel sick
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Gold surges and
global markets
are mixed

More layoffs in
the US
are announced
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Aug. 30, 2020

Aug. 28, 2020

Oahu in lockdown

India records
world’s biggest
single-day jump
in virus cases
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New thinking on
virus lockdowns?
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In-flight virus
transmission?

Aug. 25, 2020

68% to downsize
office space
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U.S. University’s
efforts to prevent
virus outbreak

CDC letter to
states re: vaccine

COVID-19 spikes in
college campuses
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Midwest states to
be on alert over
Labor Day

India moves into
2nd place For
COVID-19 cases
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Laura now a
Category 2
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Beware of toilet

Russia’s cases
exceed 1 million
Sep. 1, 2020
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Japan lifts re-entry
restrictions

India adds another
83K infected
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CDC issues new
face mask rules
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Florida and
South Carolina
lift ban on nursing
home visits

Sep. 9, 2020

Sep. 13, 2020
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AstraZeneca study
paused after
one illness

All Michigan State
students asked
to quarantine

What you need to
know about the
virus right now
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Wall Street sell
off of tech stocks

Sep. 14, 2020

Italy’s virus hotspot
back to school
after 7 months

Sep. 10, 2020

9.8% of US COVID
cases are children

Sep. 5, 2020
Sep. 11, 2020

Wall Street could
empty out postCOVID-19

Virus spiking
in eastern Europe

Sep. 19, 2020

Sep. 16, 2020
Sep. 20, 2020

CDC director
says masks more
guaranteed to
work than
a vaccine

New Zealand
to begin lifting
virus restrictions

Sep. 14, 2020

Northern District
of California
grants defendant’s
motion to dismiss
in “Mudpie”
business
interruption claim
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US vaccine trial
produces strong
immune response

US cases
increase by 23 %
in last 2 weeks

President & First
Lady test positive
for COVID-19

India's new paper
test could be a
‘game changer’

5 reasons you
should be afraid
of COVID-19

US cases hit
two-month high,
10 states report
record increases

2nd vaccine trial
paused over
unexplained illness

Front runners in
the race for a
vaccine remain
on track

Cases are climbing
in almost every
U.S. state

The virus,
in 3 charts

Vaccine trials
to resume in US

Ice storm hits
Oklahoma, knocks
out power to 300K

Taiwan goes
200 days without
a COVID-19 case

Germany starts
‘wave-breaker’
shutdown as
Europe locks down

Asia Today:
India’s cases jump
due to New Delhi
resurgence

Biden projected
to win US election

4 reasons for
encouragement

Cities and states
are imposing
new COVID-19
restrictions

Sep. 27, 2020

Sep. 30, 2020

Oct. 3, 2020

Oct. 5, 2020

Oct. 8, 2020

Morocco faces
down virus spread
with tough rules

Rapid test kits set
to be rolled out
soon - globally

Canada joins
real-time vaccine
review in hopes of
speeding up
approval process

US Futures bounce
on stimulus hopes,
hints of Trump
hospital discharge

Czech Republic
has the highest
rate of COVID-19
infection in Europe

Sep. 28, 2020

Oct. 1, 2020

1M deaths has
also illuminated
treatment

Airlines receiving
grants under PPP
will be permitted
to layoff employees
Oct. 1, 2020

Patients say
vaccine trial is
rough, but worth it

Oct. 4, 2020

UK scientists hope
to deploy vaccine
in 3 months

Oct. 13, 2020
Oct. 11, 2020

COVID-19 causing
a global mental
health crisis

Oct. 6, 2020

Oct. 9, 2020

Oct. 12, 2020

In the White House
- who has tested
positive

Italy, Germany and
Sweden appear
to be avoiding
a second wave

COVID-19 in the
Asia Pacific region

Oct. 9, 2020

Analysis shows
cases rising in
28 US states

Public health
experts worry
of a coming surge

Oct. 21, 2020
Oct. 19, 2020

Oct. 16, 2020

Who will get
the vaccine first?

U.S. dental
practices affected
by COVID-19

Sharp drop in
death rate of
those hospitalized

Oct. 14, 2020

Oct. 16, 2020

Oct. 20, 2020

Nevada man is
first person in
the U.S. to get
COVID-19 twice

The last
COVID-free
counties
in America

Vaccine storage
issues could leave
3B people without
Oct. 20, 2020

Oct. 14, 2020

Oct. 17, 2020

Dutch woman is
the first person
to die after two
Covid-19 infections

Rural Midwest
hospitals
struggling to
handle virus surge
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U.S. sets new
single-day record

Oct. 22, 2020

Oct. 25, 2020

2nd wave hitting
Europe differently

Spain orders
nationwide curfew

Oct. 29, 2020

Oct. 31, 2020

Oct. 25, 2020

Immunity
lingers for months,
study finds

Rare Halloween
blue moon
thrills skywatchers

FDA approves
first COVID-19 drug

Italy orders bars
and restaurants
to close early

Oct. 23, 2020
Oct. 20, 2020

Oct. 31, 2020

Scientific study
finds low risk for
Trick-or-Treaters

Oct. 22, 2020

Ireland lockdown

Latin America’s
daily case counts

Oct. 28, 2020

Virus fatality rate
has declined in
Europe and U.S.

Macy’s cancels
160 year long
holiday tradition

Oct. 26, 2020

Vaccine findings
will be known
by early December
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Nov. 6, 2020

2020 United States
presidential
election

US tops 100,000
new infections
for second day
in a row

Nov. 1, 2020

UK says 4-week
lockdown may have
to last longer

Nov. 4, 2020

When the U.S.
can expect to
have complete
election results
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US hiring likely
slowed for
a 4th month
as virus resurges

Nov. 7, 2020

US again
surpasses 100,000
daily new cases
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Nov. 11,
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Vaccine could be
widely distributed
by March or April
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Nov.
Nov. 11,
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Countries where
new deaths
are increasing

US hits record
COVID-19
hospitalizations
amid virus surge

Nov. 9,
7, 2020

Pfizer
USsays
again
early
surpasses
analysis shows
100,000
Covid-19
daily newvaccine
cases
is 90% effective
Nov. 9,
7, 2020

Airlines changing
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Moderna closes
in on release of
COVID-19
vaccine data
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Nov.14,
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Australia may see
1st week of
no local COVID-19
transmissions

Sep. 20, 2020
Sep. 17, 2020

More than half
of businesses
that closed during
the pandemic
won't reopen

Sweden spared
surge of virus
cases but many
questions remain

Sep. 21, 2020

UK science
advisers warn of
darker COVID-19
days ahead
Sep. 22, 2020

Czechs replace
health minister
amid record
infection surge

US coronavirus
case-fatality
ratio ranks 11th
in Johns Hopkins
mortality analysis
Sep. 24, 2020

India records
slowest weekly
rise in active
coronavirus cases

Sep. 22, 2020

Sep. 25, 2020

US death toll
from coronavirus
hits 200,000

Some severe
cases linked to
genetic mutations
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Vaccine creator
predicts normal life
back next winter
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Year 1 of COVID
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Missouri hosts
tens of thousands
at Lake of the
Ozarks biker rally
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Sep. 28, 2020
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Social Distancing
across the world
is creative!

June 29, 2020

June 23, 2020

Brazil reports
big surge in
COVID-19 cases
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US health
secretary warns
“window is closing”

June 26, 2020

Georgia cases
hit new peak and
hospitalizations
are on the rise

June 17, 2020

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 850,000
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June 28, 2020

US is seeing one of
its highest-ever
increases in cases;
some states
making changes

June 23, 2020

Oklahoma
numbers continue
to spike with 450
new cases

June 17, 2020

Sep. 1, 2020
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Biggest single day
rise in COVID-19
cases globally

June 19, 2020

Dexamethasone
found to reduce
deaths of patients
on ventilators

After 75 days of
restrictions
New Zealand says
coronavirus
“eliminated”

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 800,000

June 25, 2020

June 17, 2020

FDA pulls
emergency use of
hydroxycloroquine

June 12, 2020

WHO clarifies:
asymptomatics
can transmit virus

June 10, 2020

US recession
deep but short?

Aug. 22, 2020
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An overview of
US cases

Meat prices and
availability could
be changing

Farmers affected
by COVID-19
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Protests continue
across America
and in London
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Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 750,000
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U.S. and Chinese
scientists trace
evolution of
coronaviruses
in bats
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Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 700,000
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88 days after
Brazil confirms
first case, it
becomes second
country in number
of infections

May 17, 2020

Dr. Fauci testifies
before the Senate

Should you get
an antibody test?

Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 650,000
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In development:
14 vaccines
20 new drugs
31 repurposed
drugs
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July 27, 2020
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US cases slow
but big picture
remains tenuous

Unemployment
rate at highest
level since the
Great Depression

May 5, 2020

Apr. 30, 2020

May 11, 2020

Coronavirus cases
are spiking in
the heartland

How Sweden is
doing after no
lockdown policy

Scientists have
identified a
new strain of
the coronavirus
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Worldwide
Coronavirus Deaths
over 550,000
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FDA cracks down
on inaccurate
antibody testing
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Remdesivir drug
showing promise

Apr. 8, 2020
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The closing of
meat processing
plants is affecting
the US food
supply chain
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Apr. 12, 2020
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Pandas together
for 10 years
mate for first time
after given privacy
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COVID-19 Treatment
and Prevention:
66 programs use
three different
approaches

All Oklahoma tribes
close their casinos
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China administers
its first clinical trials
of vaccines
to volunteers
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